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QUESTIONS PRESENTED

A nn()-tax-fune1d )ervai1(ly rel igious instituitioI

which had been recognized as tax-exempt under { 501

(c ) ('3) of the InteIlI Re'elne' Code holds a primary
religious C)vicetion that inlterracil1 dating and marriage

are contrary to Scripture. On tll grounds that { 501

(e) (:3 allows tax-exempi status soll to organizations
which are "charitale" in the connnon law sense, and that

the) injitutiuton's policy implementing that religious b)elief
i jolates "pubic policy, tel IRS revoked its recogn2flitiol

of the institution's tax-exempt status.

1. Did the Congress. in { 501 ( c ) (3), require that an

organization, re'ardless of whether it is organizedl and

operated exclusively fo religious purposes, nonetheless

) "charitable" in the coImnon law sense?

2. Did revocation of recogni tion of the institution's

tax-exempt status violate rights of the institution protected

by the Free Exercise Clause of the First Amendment?

3. Did the requlirem(nt of IRS, that, to 1be tax-exempt,

a religious organization must stay in step with "expressed
federal policy'. as defined byV IRS, violate the Establ)isl-

ment Clause of the First Amendment?

4. 1)i(1 denial by IRS of tax-exempt status to the

institution (deprive it of liberty and1 property without due

pro')cess of law contrary to the Fifth Amendment?

(i)
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No.

IN THE

Supreme Court of the United States
OCTOBER TERM, 1980

BOB JONES UNIVERSITY,
Petitioner,

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
Respondent.

PETITION FOR A WRIT OF CERTIORARI TO THEl
UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS

FOR THE FOURTH CIRCUIT

Petitioner respectfully prays that a writ of certiorari
issue to review the judgment and opinion of the United
States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit entered in
this proceeding on December 30, 1980 (as corrected Jan-
uary 19, 1981).

1. The caption of the Court of Appeals opinion lists three
cases, No. 79-215 (Bob Jones University v. United States of
Aerrica No. 79-1216 ( Bob Jones Unicersity v. United States
of America), and No. 79-1293 (Bob Jones Uniersity . W. WMichael
Blunenthal, Secretary of the Treasuryj and Jerome Kurtz, Com-
missioner of Internal Revenue). The first was the Government's
appeal from the District Court's order of December 26, 1978; the
second, its appeal from the District Court's order of February 28,
1979, protecting a document sought as evidence; the third, from
the District Court's order of Ma' 14, 1979, requiring, pursuant to
its order of December 26, 1978, restoration of Bob Jones Lniversity
as an organization exempt from taxation. The petitioner here has
combined these cases in a single caption

(1)
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2 Petition for a Writ of Certiorari

OPINIONS BELOW
Tihe Opinion of the United States Court of Appealsfor the Fourth Circuit, which appears as Appendix Ahereto, is reported at 639 F. 2d 147 ( 1980 The dissent-

mg Option in that Court appears as Appendix B3. Theopinion of the United States iDistrict Court fr the D)istrict
of South Carohi. Greenville Division. appealed from in
No. 79-1215 in the Court of Appeals, and which appears
as Appendix C hereto, is reported at 468 F. Supp. 890
(1978). The Opinion of the United States District Court
for the District of South Carolina, ( Gecnville Division.
app sealed from in No. 79-1293 in thje Court of Appeals, and
which appears as Appendix D) hereto, is unreported.

JURISDICTION
This case was decidedl and judgment was entered by

the United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuii
on December 30, 1980. A petition for rehearing- wasdenied April 8, 1981 . The jurisdiction of thuis Court isinvoked unler Title 28 of the United States Code
§ 1254(1).

CONSTITUT-IONAL AND STATUTORY
PROVISIONS INVOLIKED

U. S. Constitution, Amendment I:
"Congress shall make no law respecting anestablishment of religion, o1r ro

exercise thereof .t

U. S. S. Constitution, Amendment V:
. . .nor shall anyU person . . . be deprived oflife, liberty, or property, wx i thout due process of law
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Internal Revenue Code;

"Sec. 501. Exemption fi'orm tax onl cor)orationUs,

certain trusts, etc.

" a) E xem pt ion fro . taxation.--An or ganiza-

tion descril)ed in su1)section ( c) ... shall be exempt

froI taxation under this sultitle.. .

"l c Li.st of exempt organizations.-T he fol-

lowing organizations are referred to in subsection (a)

3) Corporations, andI any community chest,

fuIC or foundation, organized aId operated exclu-

sively f)r regliious, charitable, scientific, testing for

public safe ty, literary, or educational purposes, or to

foster national or international amateur sports com-

petition (but only if no part of its activities involve

the provision of athletic facilities or equipment), or

for the prevention of cruelty to children or animals

"Sec. .3306. De finitions.

"(c) Employeijnt.-For purposes of this chap-

ter, the term 'employment' means . . . (tA ) any service,

of whatever nature, performed after 1954 by an em-

ployee for the person employing him, irrespective of

the citizenship or residence of either, (i) within the

United States, . . . except-

"(8) service performed in the employ of a re-

ligious, charitable, education al or other organization

described in section 501 (c) (3) which is exempt from
income tax ider section 501 ( a) ;'
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

Petitioner, Bob Jones University, brought this action
against the United States, pursuant to 28 U. S. C. Q 1346,
to recover $21.00 vhich it had paid in taxes under the
Federal Unemployment Tax Act. The Government
counterclaimed for approximately $490,000.00 in unem-
ployment taxes, plus interest, allegedly clue it on returns
filed by the University for the years 1971 through 1975.

At issue was the revocation by the Internal Revenue
Service of its recognition of the status of the University
as an exempt organization under 50 1 (c) (3) of the In-
ternal Revenue Code. The revocation resulted from the
University's enforcement of its religious teachings con-
cerning interracial marriage. 3  IRS contended that $ 501
(c) (3) exempts only organizations which are "charitable"
in nature (and that whether the University was religious
in purpose and character was irrelevant); that an organi-
zation which violates federal policy may not be considered
to be charitable in nature; that the University's policy on
interracial marriage violated federal public policy. The
District Court, both on statutory and First Amendment
grounds, held that the Government was without authority
to revoke its recognition of the tax-exempt status of theUniversity. The Court of Appeals reversed holding that
the Internal Revenue Service had statutory authority for

2. In accord with Rue 28.. Bob Jones University states that itis a corporation which has nio parent company or subsidiary (ex-
cept wholly owned subsidiaries).

3. Prior to September, 1971. that enforcement took the form
of barrio; admission of black students. (I Appendix in Court of
Appeals, Nos. 79-1215 and 79-121, 91). After that (late married
black students were admitted, and, since May, 1975, a completely
open admissions policy has been in effect. Restrictions on inter-
racial dating and marriage anong students continue to exist.
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its action and that that action did not violate First Amend-
ment rights of the University. Judge Widener, of the
Court of Appeals, dissented.

The trial court, noting that the University accepts no
financial support from local, state or federal government
(468 F. Supp. at 894), made findings of fact with respect
to (a) the University's religious character and (b) its re-
lated religious beliefs on dating and marriage.

The trial court found the University's religious char-
acter to be pervasive and central to its existence:

"The plaintiff [University] is dedicated to the teach-
ing and propagation of its fundamentalist religious
beliefs. Everything taught at plaintiff is taught ac-
cording to the Bible .... The cornerstone of plaintiff
institution is Christian religious indoctrination, not
isolated academics."
Id. at 894.

Nearly half of the University's 5,000 students are studying
for the ministry or otherwise preparing for Christian serv-
ice. Ibid. Prayer is an enjoined and constant practice
among the student body. Ibid. Every teac her is required
to be a "born again" Christian who must testify to a saving
experience with Jesus Christ. Every teacher must consider
his or her mission at the University to be the training of

4. Back of this litigation lies the litigation considered by this
Court in Bob Jones Universityl v. Simon, 416 IU. S. 725 (1974),
wherein the Court had held that the Anti-Injunction Act (26
U. S. C. § 7421(a)) prohibited the University from obtaining
judicial review; through an injunction action, of revocation by IRS
of the University's tax-exempt status. There the Court had sug-
gested that a proper procedure for the University to gain judicial
review would be to pay ". . . an installment of FICA. and FUTA
taxes, exhaust the Service's internal refund procedures, and then
bring suit for the refund." Id. at 746.
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Christian character. Ibid. Students are screened as to their
religious belids, and a multitude of religious disciplinary
rules address "almost every facet of a student's life." Ibid.

Vorldly amusements, such as dancing, use of tobacco,
movie-going, and listening to jazz or rock music are pro-
hibited. Ibid.

The Court of Appeals did not dispute these findings.
With respect to the second area of findings, the Uni-

versity's policy regarding dating and marriage, the trial
court found:

"A primary fundamentalist conviction of the
plaintiff is that the Scriptures forbid interracial dating
and marriage. Detailed testimony was presented at
trial elucidating the Biblical foundation for these be-
liefs. The Court finds that the defendant [the Cov-
ernmnt] has admitted that plaintiff's [the Univer-
sity's] beliefs against interracial dating and marriage
are genuine religious beliefs." Ibid.

The Court of Appeals d1id( not dispute this finding,
but rather affirmed it:

"Bob Jones University believes that the Scrip-
tures forbid interracial marriage and dating ." 639
F. 2d at 149.

The decision of the Court of Appeals was based upon
four conclusions of law:

1. That the district court's reading of the separate
references, in Section 501 ( c) (3), to eight different types
of organizations which are entitled to tax-exempt treat-
ment ("religious", "charitable", "scientific", etc.) was
"simplistic", in that the three-judge court in Green v.
Connally, 330 F. Supp. 1150 (D. D. C. 1971), aff'd. per
curiam sub non. Coit v. Green, 404 U. S. 997 (1971),

....w ... i .:,,: r.. ;.. .. '" "o.. RYr"?v" &'t'?Yr7y?.X""ah.. .,+: fi:... f.3"...^^+,_ ... .. r. r. a nm ..;c.. ,. :. r ,,. ,.. :J
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had reasoned that the listed eight types of organizations

were all required to meet the common law de nation of

"charitable". 639 F. 2d at 151. Thus it was of no sig-

nificance that the University had been found, as a matter

of fact, to be "religious".

2. That the University could not qualify as a "char-

itable" organization if it violated "public policy". The

University violated public policy by its enforcement of its

beliefs relating to marriage "specifically, the government

policy against subsidizing racial discrimination in educa-

tion, public or private." 1bid. This policy the court found

to be "formalized" in several IRS rulings (Rev. Rul. 71-

447, 1971-2 Cum. Bull. 230; R ev. Proc. 72-54, 1972-2 Cum.

Bull. 834; Rev. Proc. 75-50, 1975-2 Cum. Bull. 587; Rev.

Rul. 75-231, 1975-1 Cum. Bull. 158). Id. at 150.

3. That, assuming that the revocation of the Univer-

sity's tax-exempt status did to an extent impinge upon

the University's freedom to practice religion, "[t]he gov-

ernment's interest in eliminating all forms of racial dis-

crimination is compelling." Id. at 153. Thus its action did

not violate the Free Exercise Clause.

4. That, due to the compelling state interest in en-

forcement of nondiscrimination, the government's action

did not create Establishment Clause violation by advanc-

ing those religions which would "stay in step" with the

"expressed federal policy" of nondiscrimination. Further,

since the only inquiry vhich government would make of

the University would be "whether the institution maintains

racially neutral policies", no excessive entanglements would

be created. id. at 154-155.
The dissenting opinion, pointing to the district court's

findings respecting the religious nature of the University,

as well as to language of this Court in Bob Jones University

_. _ ._,u_.
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v. Simon, 416 U. S. 725, 734 (1974 ),5 concluded that "Bob
Jones University is a religious organization" and stated:

"We are dealing in this case not with the right
of the government to interfere in the internal affairs
of a school operated by a church, but with the internal
affairs of the church itself. There is no difference in
this case between the government's right to take away
Bob Jones' tax exemption and the govc nment's right
to take away the exemption of a church which has a
rule of its internal doctrine or discipline based on race,
although this church may not operate a school at all."
639 F. 2d at 156.

The dissent stated that the majority, the IRS, and the
district court in Green v. Connally, had misconstrued
Section 501 ( c) (3) by insisting that all the eight types oforganizations listed therein be common law "charitable"
organizations. Id. at 156, 157, 158. Instead Congress, by
employing the common technique of legislating in the dis-
junctive," provided that each of the eight classes be tax-
exempt. Since the University falls within one of these
classes ("religious"), it is exempt, and IRS cannot take
away the exemption granted by Congress. The dissent
denied that tax exemption to an institution constitutes
"subsidizing" it (ibid.), and. concluded that the public
policy of the nation favoring freedom of religion may not
be made subordinate to a public policy against discrimina-
tion on account of race in private, non-tax-funded religious
institutions. Id. at 158-164.

5: "The university is devoted to the teaching and propagation
of its fundamentalist religious beliefs."

6. "Each of these [the eight types of organizations} is a dis-
tinct and separate category. By the rules of statutory construction
as well as common sense, the word 'or' must be read after each of
the listed categories." Id. at 157.

.e,., n.sr ,g nY?.4ic: Rii.s,4aaR%4sila}k 1?7P' d*"m~ 7 'r_. _ -, p: v^-. dl., ... : .5'.e'z11R U!i'.'..'G1 744 °.i"u Y ,.. ... R
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REASONS FOR GRANTING THE WRIT

I. The Case Presents Important Questions of Federal Law
Not Yet Settled by This Court

As the dissenting opinion correctly states, "This is a
case of first impression so far as the Supreme Court is con-
cerned . . ." 639 F. 2d at 158. The questions of federal
law involved in this case are of national importance:

1. The Court of Appeals has misconstrued that act of
Congress (Section 501 (c) (3)) on which depends the tax
exemption of every organization organized exclusively for
religious, charitable, scientific, testing for public safety,
literary, or educational purposes, or to foster international
amateur sports competition, or for the prevention of cruelty
to children or animals. All, according to that court, must
meet the common law definition of "charitable" (id. at
151), despite the fact that the term, "charitable", appears
as a separate category of exempt organization in Section
501(c) (3). This is plain error, in that the words of the
statute, interpreted in their ordinary, everyday sense
(Malat v. Ricdell, 383 U. S. 569, 571 (1966)), show that
the Congress did not impose such a limitation or confer
upon the Secretary of the Treasury any power to devise
such a limitation.' The relevant statutory history supports
no such construction, but indeed militates against it.

7. Where substantial constitutional issues under the Religion
Clauses of the First Amendment arise by virtue of the extension,
to religious institutions, of a federal statutory requirement, this
Court has held that the extension must not be left to implication,
b)ut instead must be "clearly and affirmatively expressed" by the
Congress. N LRB v. Catholic Bishop of Chicago, 440 U. S. 490,
501 (1979).

8. The Court of Appeals at page 151 states: "The legislative
history of § 501 ( c) (3) verifies the exemption's foundation in public
policy". The court then cites as its authority "H. F. iep. No. 1820,

r .,-, 1'ccm :;: .. ,, .;5.'wrfitMiv[ri t;9" f

-
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2. All religious institutions in the United States are
potentially threatened by a rule of law suich as the Fourth
Circuit has pronounced which would cause the protective
barrier of their tax exemption to lbe breached because of
their failure to conform to "public policy". This adverse
effect is here accentuated by the fact that the "public
policy" in question is without legislative definition; what
it means and whether there is conformity to that meaning
is left to the unlimited discretion of the Internal Revenue
Service. 639 F. 2d at 149-150. WX hile this rule of law as
applied by the Fourth Circuit in the premises violates
petitioner's religious liberty, and rights to due process of
law, it also, by its "lacking in 'terms susceptible of objec-
tive measurement'," becomes "a highly efficient in terrorem
mechanism" for inducing conformity of churches and other
religious bodies to the will of governmental administrators.

8. (Cont'd.)
75th Cong. 3d Sess. 19 , 19:39 ) ", fIomIi which it (u1Otes at length.
Tie reference is utterly erroneous. The actual Hou11 se Report in
which thle quotation is found is No. 1860. Hot 1820, The year of
the Report was 1938 rnot 1939. The Report (lid not deal at all with
charitable exe2Ip tiolns but with charitale.l dcducto'fns, the (1Oted
language relating to Section 2:3(g ) of the ReveIe Act of 1938
( which was incorporated into Section 10 of the In eternal RevceII
Code ) ald Iot to Section 501 c) ( :(3j) ( or Section 101 of the 1938
Reveniuc Act ) which dealt with charitable (xenption.

9. As IRS itself flatly stated in I. T. 1800, II-2 C. B. 151
(192:3): "It seems obvious that the intecnt must Iave been to use
the word 'charitable' in Section 236(b) [the precursor of Section
501(c) (3)] in its more restricted and connon meaning and not to
include either religious, scientific, literary, educational, civic or
social welfare orIg anizations. Otherwise, the word "charitable"
would have been used by itself as a'n all-inclusive term, for in its
broadest sense it includes all of the specific purposes enumerated.
That the word "charitable" was used in a restricted sense is also
shown from its position in the section. The language is "religi otis.
charitable, scientific, literary, or educational, .

.. ., .,.. .,, ., ; .F . ,,....-.-r. mz *:a-a;r:;R', « +, Hsu r ^ r : ~r .. ;rn e .. .. i 1:Fb+ ; .. a ....;

.. _. , ,_ N
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Keyishian v. 3oard of Iegents of Netc York, 385 U. S. 589,

604, 601 (1967).

3. The Court of Appeals broadly holds, as a matter of

law, that there is a compelling gov ernmnental interest in

"elimina ting all forms of racial discrimination in educa-

tion" even tlugh lL that would collide with the exercise of

religious liberty. 639 F. 2d at 153. The Supreme Court

has never so held. The question is one of obvious im-

portance. On the basis of this ill-defined public policy,

IRS has, for example, sought to impose on religious

schools a widely noted Revenue P'rocdlre whereby tax

exemption woull be denied to such schools solely on the

basis of racial -riteria and without regard to religious

criteria. PROPosED REvENUE PROCEDURE ON P ivATE TAX-

EXEMPT Scroots, 43 Fed. Reg. 37296Q 9 (9 ). There-

under a religious school ( e.g., Old Order Amish or Ortho-

dox Jewish) would be presumed racially liscrimninatory

(and hence not tax-exempt) even though it could not, for

the clearest religious reasons, engage in recruiting or staff-

ing solely on the basis of race and without regard to the

most binding obligations of faith.

II. The D decision Below Is in Conflict With Applicable

Principles Established by This Court

WVhile, as a case of first impression, the decision below

does not represent a direct conflict wvith a particular dcci-

sion of the Supreme Court, it states priciples which

ignore, or are opposed to, basic principles which this Court

has established in its previous decisions:

1. The Court of Appeals treats Grcnu r. Co11lly

supra, as the fundamental justification for the power of

IRS to deny recognition of tax-exempt status to a religious

organization which is deemed to violate publicc policy.

10. While the Supreme mCurt suunlnarily affirmed the district

court's decision sub noa. Coil 2. Green, .upr, it later explained

O
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Green," as interpreted by the Court of Appeals and by
IRS, makes the religious nature of an organization ir-
relevant where its tax exemption is challenged, since the
sole question is whether it is "charitable" (and accordingly
in step with "public policy"). Under that view, it is also
therefore irrelevant that the denial of tax exemption would
cripple a religious ministry, render the existence of a re-
ligious institution impossible, or give rise to Establishment
Clause problems. Yet this Court has held religious liberty
to be a "preferred" freedom, Murdock v. Pennsylvania,
319 U. S. 105, 115 (1943), and free religious exercise a
"transcendent value". Norwood o. Harrison, 413 U. S.
455, 469 (1973). The Court of Appeals' reading of Sec-
tion 501( c) (3), by ignoring the special constitutional
character of a religious organization and classifying it as a
common law "charitable" organization, would render ir-
relevant the Supreme Court's decisions laying down con-
trolling principles under the Free Exercise Clause. Sub-
stituted would be merely the single determination: Has
the organization violated "public policy"?

Further, this Court has held that legislation which
gives preference to one religion over another, School Dis-
trict of Abington T ownship v. Schempp, 374 U. S. 203, 216
(1963), or which has the effect of vitiating government
neutrality in matters of religious theory, doctrine or prac-
tice, Epperson v. Arkansas, 393 U. 5. 97, 103-104 (1968),
or which excessively entangles religion and government,

10. (Cont'd.)

in Bob Jones University v. Simon, 416 1. S. 725, 740, n. 11 (1974),
that that affirmane lacked precedential weight because no adver-
sarial controversy remained in Green by the tine the case reached
this Court.

11. No religious entities were parties in Green, and no issues
under the Religion Clauses of the First Amendment were raised or
litigated in that case.

....,... - . , _ nw.. p . -r .: x:.:.:r.',n4Wa'P' e'° 7, ' C:57 TA . ..
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Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 U. S. 602 (1971), violates the
Establishment Clause. If government is allowed to pre-
scribe a minimum floor of acceptable church doctrine-
that is, the absence of certain disfavored religious beliefs-
by use of the mechanism of taxation of those churches
which hold and practice contrary beliefs, then the com-
mand of the Establishment Clause that no doctrine be
preferred by government, and that government not be
"hostile to any religion", Epperson, supra, at 104, has been
set aside, without the approval of this Court. Too, there
was no adequate examination by the Court of Appeals of
the special problem of the entanglements between govern-
ment and religion which the IRS requirement that a
church "maintain" a nondiscrimination policy necessarily
entails. The IRS does not intend that a church merely
state such a policy, it intends that a church practice such
a policy. It is the government surveillance of the practice
of nondiscrimination which "entangles the state in details
of administration", Lemon, supra, at 615, and involves
government and religion in "administrative relationships
for enforcement of statutory or administrative standards",
id. at 621, thereby breaching the Establishment Clause
prohibition against excessive church-state entanglement.

2. The Court of Appeals not only ignores principles
enunciated by the Supreme Court; it contradicts them.
This Court has found a compelling governmental interest
justifying denial of religious liberty in only a handful of
cases (e.g., Reynolds v. United States, 98 U. S. 145 (1879),
Jacobson v. Massachusetts, 197 U. S. 11 (1905), Prince v.
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 321 U. S. 158 (1944)).
The broad proposition now given by the Fourth Circuit,
that anything labelable as "racial discrimination" auto-
matically overrides the right and duty to live by clearly
established religious principle, has been, until the decision
below, unheard of and would render meaningless the test
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for Free Exercise violation so clearly stated in Sherbert v.
Verner, 374 U. S. 398, 406 (1963), and Wisconsin v.
Yoder, 406 U. S. 205, 215 (1972). Under that proposition,
an institution which would not exist except for its religious
mission, and which is a pervasively religious organization
(e.g., a school which is Orthodox Jewish, Mennonite,
Roman Catholic, Seventh-day Adventist or fundamentalist
Christian) could virtually be denied existence on account
of refusal, necessitated by a commitment to the primacy
of religious considerations, to admit students on the basis
solely of racial criteria.

The Court of Appeals has also contradicted principles
enunciated by the Supreme Court in the latter's Establish-
ment Clause decisions. The thesis of the Court of Appeals
is that, in the matter of race, religions are required to "stay
in step with expressed federal policy", even though ordi-
narily "[t]he Establishment Clause protects against such
intrusion." 639 F.2d at 154. This is said to be because
"the Establishment Clause does not prevent government
from enforcing its most fundamental and societal values by
means of a uniform policy, neutrally applied." In other
words, national policy, as given in the Establishment
Clause, must always yield to whatever is administratively
determined to be "federal policy". That is so, even though
the result is to accord tax exemption only to those re-
ligions which are willing to conform to the will of govern-
ment agents who define "federal policy", but to deny tax-
exempt status to the religious organization which is
doctrinally disabled to conform. This plainly contradicts
principles explicated by the Supreme Court condemning
"compulsory unification of opinion",1 ' upholding the right
to maintain religious beliefs despised by others," and

12. Wecst Virg inia State Board of Education v. Barnette, 319
U. S. 624, 641 (1943).

13. United States 'v. Ballard, 322 U. S. 78, 87 (1944 ).

_.__
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invalidating governmental action which pressures re-
ligious bodies to conform their organization or polity to
governmental prescriptions.4

CONCLUSION

For all of the foregoing reasons a vrit of certiorari
should issue to review the judgment and opinion of the
United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit.

Respectfullv submitted,

WILLIAM BENTLEY BALL

PHILIP J. MURREN

RICHARD E. CONNELL

KATHLEEN A. O'MALLEY
511 North Second Street
P. 0. Box 1108
Harrisburg, PA 17108

Attorneys for Petitioners

14. Scrl ia. Eastern Ortthodlox Diocese . MiliL~cjeich, 426
U. S. 696-709 (1976).

.,
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bia, S. C., Gilbert E. Andrews, Tax Div., Dept. of Justice,
Washington, D. C., on brief ) for appellant.

Wesley M. Walker, Greenville, S. C. (J. I). D. Todd, Jr.,
0. Jack Taylor, Jr., Natala I. McKnew, Leatherwood.

Walker, Todd & Mann, G'reenville, S. C.. John C. Stophel.
Stophel, Caldwell & H-eggie, Chattanooga. Tenn., on brief'
for appellee.

Before WVIDENER and -TALL, CircuiT jrIdgc s; and l
MERHIIGE , District Judge.

K,. K . HrI AL, C: ircuit t uclac: G'

Bob Jones University conducts "an institution of
learning for the general education 1 youth in the essen-
tials of culture and in the arts and sciences, giving special
emphasis to the Christian religion and the ethics revealed
in the Holy Scriptures. . . ." Its religious teachings in-

clude a strict prohibition against interracial dating and
marriage. The admissions and disciplinary policies used

* Hoico' lieber('t . Xeri'~g2, Jr.= I... Uiniteil States District
JudgeU ir the Eistern I )istrict of Virginia, sitting by designation.

. As stated in its P1reambIle, and coitaied in its Certificate of
Inceorpor-ation:

The general na.ktmi. and object of the corporation shall be
to conduct a n istjiution of Iearing e for the general education
of yoIt in the essentials of cu lture aid in the arts and sciences.
LTIiVini spre)i:dl unihi . t ) ti the rIist iai re li'4ion id the ethics

ret't led1 in the l loiy Scriptures, ctJml)at iII. tll Ith'istic, ai-
IHst:e., pCIaai and1 so-called sCientifC adIIlterations of the

Gospel nqu aIlifi.E dly affirm ing and tc. ime.h)in1 the inmpirtio of
the Bible ( both Old and New T'esfaients ) the creatio of

manI b ihe direct act of God: the incar nation ad virgin birth
of oua Lor.d a id Siaiour, Jesus Christ; IIis ideti jficati n as the
Son of God; I His vicarious atonement for the sins of mankind

by the shedding of I lis blood on the Cross: the resurrection of
Iihs )oldy fromn the toiba; His power to save mcei from sin; the
new lirthl thiroughl the regeneration 1y the Holy Spirit; and
the gift of eternal life by the Grace of God.

.. .,.:.:.-n'h's rrx."7a"" r; Y j'.3:?MFF.7 ? , . ..
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to enforce this belief have resulted in the loss of the
University's tax exempt status, which we are nov asked
to review.

Bob Jones University [taxpayer] brought this action
to recover Twenty-One Dollars which it paid in 1975
under the Federal Unemployment Tax Act [FUTA]." The
government counterclaimed for FUTA taxes for the tax-
able years 1971 through 1975 in the amount of $489,675.59,
plus interest. The district court concluded, on both
statutory and constitutional grounds, that the IRS was
without authority to revoke the University's tax-exempt
status. Bob Jones University1 i. United States, 468 F.
Supp. 890 (D. S. C. 1978). We reverse.

I.

A. The University and its Racial Policies

Bob Jones University was founded ii Florida in 1927.
It moved to Greenville, South Carolina in 1940 and has
been incorporated there as an eleemnosynary institution
since 1952. Taxpayer is not affiliated with any religious
denomination, but maintains a fundamentalist orientation
in its educational approach. It is a religious institution
in its own right, as well as an educational one.

Taxpayer accepts students from kindergarten through
college and graduate school. It enrolls about five thou-
sand students and offers some fifty accredited degrees, in
addition to its nondegree Institute of Christian Service.
All courses, however, are taught according to Biblical
Scripture. Teachers are required to be "born again"

2. In an earlier action, filed in 1971, tax payer attempted to en-
0o1in the IRS from revoking its ta. cxcmt status. In Bob Jones
Unicr.sity t?. Simon, 416 U. S. 725. 94 S. Ct. 203S, 4() L. Ed. 2d 496
(1974), the Supreme Court held that the Anti-Tujiiuction Act of the
Internal R revenue Code, 26 U. S. C. § 7421 ( a). prohibited such an
action, but suggested the procedure employed here. Id. at 746, 94
S. Ct. at 2C50.

A3
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Christians; students are screened as to their religious be-
liefs and their conduct is strictly regulated.

Bob Jones University believes that the Scriptures for-
bid interracial marriage and dating. Prior to 1971, it
completely excluded blacks. From 1971 to May, 1975,
taxpayer accepted no applications from unmarried black
students, with the exception, since 1973, of staff members
who had been at the University four years or longer.
Following this court's decision in McCraryj v. Runyon., 515
F. 2d 1082 (4th Cir. 1975) (reh. den. May 29, 1975),
af'd 427 U. S. 160, 96 S. Ct. 2586, 49 L. Ed. 2d 415 (1976)
prohibiting racial exclusion from private schools, taxpayer
revised its p olicy. After May 29, 1975, unmarried blacks
vere permitted to enroll, but a disciplinary rule was

added to prevent racial intermarriage and dating.

There is to be no interracial dating
1. Students who are partners in an interracial mar-

riage will be expelled.

2. Students who are members of or affiliated with any
group or organization which holds as one of its
goals or advocates interracial marriage will be
expelled.

3. Students who date outside their own race will be
expelled.

4. Students who espouse, promote, or encourage
others to violate the University's dating rules and
regulations will be expelled.

B. The IRS' non-discrimnination police

Prior to 1970, the Internal Revenue Service extended
tax exempt status unler § 501 (c) (3) of the Internal
Revenue Code, 26 U. S. C. § 501(c) (3) to all private
schools, regardless of racial policy. In 1970, however,
black Mississippi parents and children obtained a prelimi-

r..:... ... _., . _..
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nary injunction prohibiting the IRS, pencenite lite, from
according tax-exempt status to private schools in Missis-
sippi which discriminated on the basis of race. Greca .
Kennedy,', 309 F. Supp. 1127 (D. D. C. 1970). The IRS
later announced nationally that it would no longer allow
charitable contributions and deductions, 26 U. S. C. Q 170
(c) (2), and tax exempt status, { 501(c) (3), to racially
discriminatory schools, including church-related schools.

On June 30, 1971, the three judge district court in
Green ruled that the issuance of tax exempt status to
racially discriminatory private schools was illegal, and
issued a permanent injunction enjoining the Commissioner
of Internal Revenue from approving tax exempt status to
any school in Mississippi that does not publicly maintain
a policy of nondiscrimination. Green r. Con ncally, 330
F. Supp. 1150 (D. D. C. 1971). That decision was af-
firmed by the Supreme Court in Coit v. Green, 404 U. S.
997, 92 S. Ct. 564, 30 L. Ed. 2d 550 (1971) (per curiam).

Following the Green decision, the Service formalized
the nondiscrimination policy in several rulings. Rev. Rul.
71-447, 1971-2 Cum. Bull. 230; Rev. Proc. 72-54, 1972-2
Cum. Bull. 834. The 1972 procedures were superseded
in 1975 by Rev. Proc. 75-50, 1975-2 Cum. Bull. 587, see
also Rev. Rul. 75-231, 1975-1 Cum. Bull. 158 (nondis-
crimination requirement for church operated schools).
Revenue Procedure 75-50 provides that in order to qualify
under section 501(c) (3), a private school must be able
to show that all of its programs and facilities are operated
in a nondiscriminatory manner.3

3. In 1979, Congress passed the 'reasury, Postal Service and
Central Government Appropriations Act, 1980, Pub. L. No. 96- 74,
93 Stat. 559.

That Act provides,

§ 103. None of the Funds made available pursuant to the pro-
visions of this Act shall be used to formulate or carry out any
rule, policy, procedure, . . . which wvou1d cause the loss of tax

A5i.
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Bob Jone' University is subject to the Revenue pro-
cedures prohibiting racial discrimination in private schools.
The University is an educational institution as well as a
religious one. See 26 C. F. R. {1.501(c)(3)-1(d)(3)
(educational defined), and the rulings and procedures
promulgated by the Service apply to all private schools.
We decline to create an exception for religion-based
schools where the Service has made none.

We, therefore, must address two questions. Does
the IRS have the statutory authority to deny tax exempt
status to Bob Jones University because of its racial policies
and, if so, does the denial contravene the First Amend-
ment to the Constitution of the United States?

II.

Statutory1 Authority for the Nondiscrimnination
Con ditionz

The district court found that the University was en-
titled to the section 501 (c) (3) exemption because "its
primary purpose is religious and it exists as a religious

.3. (Conf'd.)

exempt status to private, religious, or church operated schools
under § 501 ( c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 un-
less in effect prior to August 22, 1978.

(emphasis added). Section 615 of the Act specifically prohibited
funding of two propc)sed revenue procedures, 3830-01-MI (44 Fed.
Reg. 9451, Feb. 13, 1979) and 4830-01 (43 Fed. Reg. 3'7296, Aug.
22, 1978 )

The effect of the Appropriations Act is clearly prospective and
has no effect on the policy as enforced in this case. See also 125
Cong. Rec. tH 5879, 5882 (daily ed. July 13, 1979) (Rep. Ash-
brooke). Rather, it places a moratorium on new procedures, in-
eluding the proposed procclures cited in section 615. The provision
is discussed more comprehensively in Note, The Judicial Role in
Attacking Racial Discrimination ine Tax Exempt Private Schools, 93
Harv. L. Rev, 378 (1979).

A6
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institution." 468 F. Supp. at 897. The court reasoned
that since the statute and the regulations enumerate seven
distinct tax exempt purposes, one of which is "religious,"
see 26G . F. R. { 1.501(c)(3)-(d )(1)(iii), the exemption
must be granted once it has been established as a fact
that the institution fits one of those enumerated categories.

This simplistic reading of the statute, however, tears
section 501 (c) (3) from its roots. In Green v. Connally,
330 F. Supp. 1150 (D. I. C. 1971), afd'cl per curiam sub
norm. Coit v. Green, 404 U. S. 997, 92 S. Ct. 564, 30 L. Ed.
2d 550 (1971), a three judge district court held "[tihe
code must be coIstruecl and applied in consonance with
the federal public policy against support for racial segre-
gation of, schools, public and private." 330 F. Supp. at
1163. Accordingly, it upheld the application of the IRS's
nondiscrimination condition to private schools in Missis-
sippi which practiced racial discrimination?

In that persuasive and scholarly opinion, Judge Leven-
thal viewed section 501( c) (3) against its background in
the law of charitable trusts, concluding that to be eligible
under that section, an institution must be "charitable" in
the broad common law sense and therefore must not

4. In Bob Jones U Tniversity v. Simon, suprat, 416 U.S. at 740 n.
.1, 94 S. Ct. at 2047 n. 11, the Supreme Court indicated that its

affirmance of Green lacks the precedential weight of a case involv-
ingc a truly adversary' appeal to that court. We think the reasoning
of the three judge court below, however, is persuasive and not
without precedential weight.

5. In Coldboro Christian Schools ;. United States, 436 V. Supp.
1314 ( E. D. N. C. 1977), the IRS nondiscrimination condition was
upheld when applied to a religiously lasted private school which
excluded blacks.

6. This view finds additional support in the statutory frame-
w"ork itself: Section 170 of the Code, the companion provision to
501(c ) (3 ), places the separately enumerated purposes in that
section under the broad heading of "charitable" and permits de-
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violate public policy. Cren, supra, 330 F. Supp. at 1156-
60.

The legislative history of § 501 (c) (3) verifies the
exemption's foundation in public policy.

The exemption from taxation of money and property
devoted to charitalble and other purposes is based
upon the theory that the Government is compensated
for the loss of revenue by its relief from financial
burden which would otherwise have to be met byappropriations from other public funds, and by the
benefits resulting from the promotion of the generalwelfare. I. RI. Rep. No. 1820, 75th Cong. 3d Sess. 19
(1939). (emphasis added )

Accordingly, it is appropriate that the Service interpreted
section 501 (c(3) in a manner that reflects its purpose and

history. Moreover, as the Green court noted, tax benefitssuch as deductions and exclusions generally are subject tolimitation on public police grounds. In Tank Truck
Rentals r. Commissioner, 356 U. S. 30, 78 S. Ct. 507, 2L. Ed. 2d 562 (1958), the Court upheld the service in lis-allowing the deduction of fines Paid for violations of high.
way weight limits under the "ordinary and necessary"business expense provision of the Code, 26 U. S. C. 162.
The allowance of the claimed deduction, the Court held
would frustrate the purpose of the State weight law bydilutig the punishment imposed. The court held that the
expense could not be deemed a "necessity" if allowing thededuction would frustrate "sharply definedd" public policy356 U. S. at 33, 78 S. Ct. at 509.

Bob Jones University's racial policies violated theclkarlv dle ne public police rooted in our Constitution,
6. (Cont'd.)-

dtction of contributions rnade to ora:nizationr-s servin th
poses, 26 U. S. c. 170(?( g ose pur-

. . .,.ry 4 .....
.
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condemning racial liscrimination and, rore specifically,
the government policy against subsidizing racial discrini-
nation in education, public or private.

Bob Jones' pre-1ay 1975 policy excluding unmarried
black students violated public policy by subjecting black

persons to restrictions which were not inposecd on whites.
In FRnn yon v. McC rary, 427 U. S. 160, 96 S. C. 2586, 49
L. Ed. 2d 415 (1975), tle Supreme Court held, in a non-
religious setting, that the equal right to contract provision,
42 U. S. C. § 1981, prohibits racial discriminationn in non-
public school admission policies. Similar considerations
apply in a religious setting. In 13Bob Jones U nicersity v.
Roudebush, 529 F. 2d 514 (4th Cir. 1979) affingirig Bob
Jones University v. Johnson, 396 F. Supp. 597 (D. S. C.
1974), we upheld the (lenial of Veterans Administration
assistance to Bob Jones University and its students under
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act, 42 U. S. C. § 2000d et seg.,
because of this policy of excluding unmarried blacks. See
also Norwood u. Harrison, 413 U. S. 455, 93 5. Ct. 2804,
37 L. Ed. 2d 723 (1973).

The University's post-N iay 1975 policy applies equally
to both black and white students: nevertheless, it too con-
stitu tes racial discriminail tion. Th e discrimination on the
basis of racial affiliation or companionship is a form of
racial discrimination is clear from Equal Protection cases
such as Locing .. Virginia, 388 U. S. 1, 87 S. Ct. 1817, 18
L. Ed. 2d 1010 ( 1967) (law prohibiting interracial mar-
riage unconstituztional ) and McJeLa ugh lini r. Florida, 379
U. S. 184, 85 S. Ct. 283, 13 L. E d. 2d 222 (1964) (interracial
cohabitation law invaid'), as well as § 1981 decisions, see
T illija n . Wheaton H acen Recreational Association, 410
U. S. 431, 93 S. Ct. 1090, 35 1. Ed. 2d1 403 (1973) (xvhite
club member expelled for bringing black gui tests ; Faraca
v. ClecntsI., 506 F. 2d 956 (5th Cir. 1975) cert. denied

A9
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422 Uir. S. 1006, 95 S. Ct. 2627, 45 L. Ed. 2d 669 (1976)
(white man denied employment I)ecause wife was black).

Wec think the Service acted within its statutory au-
thoritv in revoking Bob Jones UniversityT's tax exempt status
because of these policies.

The University tsserts, however, that this situation is
special becausee its racial policies are grounded in sincere
religious faith and therefore immutable; with or without
the exemption it wiil maintain its present policy. The
district court agreed, finding that the relationship l)etween
the exemption and1 the frustration of public )olicy against
discrimination was too remote to lring the case within the
narrow Tank Truck exception to deductibilityy. 468 F.
Supp. at 903-04.

This argument misses the mark for two reasons. First,
we are not here confronted with a computational provision
designed "to tax earnings and profits less expenses and
losses." Tank Truck, sunpra, 356 U. S. at 33, 78 S. Ct. at
509. Unlike section 162, section 501 (c) (3) is rooted in
public policy considerations wholly apart from the "broad
basic policy of taxing 'net. not * * * gross, income.'" Id.
(citations omitted ) The public Policy limitation, therefore,
need not be so narrowly applied.

Second, the nondiscrimination policy assures that
Americans will not be providing indirect support for any
educational organization that discriminates on the basis of
race. Cf. Nonrood v. garrison, supra.' The fact that the

7 . The raIt oa e tatus to ay institution necessaril?
confers 11)o1 it a kind of monetary' )eIefit and constitutes a forrnof gotvernIient Support. Walz .Tax Commisio- 397 U S. 664,
674-7~. 9() S. Ct. 1409. 1414. 25 L.. Ed. 2d 697 (1970 ). The SupremeCourt imi Wa (l!Z held(. that a state propertyy tax exemption for religious
organ iizations evl5CidcIed a neutrality tow ardl relii;ion, and the level
of £OVF >e innen t 11 port conferred by the exemption was within per--nuissible limuts in light of the fact that "eithr &Orse, taxation...

u. ~ ,:
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religious belief is sincere, and the policy immutable in this
case does not obviate the need for a prophylactic rule to
prevent such support.

III.

The First Amencm ent

Our approval of the government's interpretation of
§ 501(c) (3) brings us to the question whether application
of the nondiscrimination policy to Bob Jones U.niversity
violates the Free Exercise and Establishment clauses of
the First Amendment.

7, (Cont'd.)
or exemption, occasions some degree of involvement wvith religion."
Id. at 674, 9( S. Ct. at 1414. Indirect aid in the form of tax bene-
fits may, in other circumstances, constitute state aid to religion in
violation of the Establishment Clause. Committee For Public Edu-
cation and Religious Liberty v. Nyuciist, 413 U. S. 756, 93 S. Ct.
2955, 37 L. Ed. 2d 948 (1973) ("tax credit" to parents sending
children to religious school). The basic tax exemption in this case
is, on its face, more like that upheld in Walz, but the government
"neutrality" advanced when such excmlptions are granted takes on
another aspect when the tax benefit goes to a religion-based school
which pi actices, for whatever reason, racial discrimination.

The Constitution commands that government not provide any
form of tangible assistance to schools which discriminate on the
basis of race. Nortcoid v. Ilarrison, 413 U. S. 455, 93 S. Ct. 2804,
37 L. Ed. 2d 723 (1973). In Nortcoad the Court remarked that
the permissible scope of assistance to racially discriminatory private
schools is even narrower than that permitted under the establish-
ment clause-the Constitution is less tolerant of "neutral support"
when the underlying effect is to subsidize racial inequality or
segrIegationl.

This is not to say that the tax )enefit turns the lni'ersity's
policy into govern Ient action for Equal Protection Clau;se pur-
poses. We do think, however, that government must "steer clear"
of affording significant tax support to educational institutions that
practice racial discrimination.

,. SLLAiRS :waet .OW Ue(H1if. dd'.4d, iY i4t9 Sldili 3' IA? elVr' a' i N4 u .. ~.v ;..__,
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A. T he Free Exercise Clause

The University contends that the IRS's nondiscrimi-
nation policy violates its right to freely practice its religion
because it is forced to give up a valuable government
benefit in order to practice its religious beliefs. Assuming
that the revocation of $ 501(c) (3) status does impinge
upon the University's practice to some extent, see Sherbert
v. Verner, 374 U. S. 398, 83 S. Ct. 1790, 10 L. Ed. 2d 965
(1962), the question remains one of balancing-giving due
consideration to the weight of the interests asserted by the
government and the extent and nature of the burden on
the religious practice and the religion as a whole. See,
Wisconsin zc. Yoder, 406 U. S. 205, 92 S. Ct. 1526, 32 L. Ed.
2d 15 (1972). See also, Note, 1981 after Run yon v. Mc-
Crary: The Free Exercise Right of Private Sectarian
Schools to Deny Admission to Blacks on Account of Race,
1977 Duke L. .T. 1219, 1240-1266.

The government interest in eliminating all forms of
racial discrimination in education is compelling. See, e.g.,Brotn r. Board of Education, 347 U. S. 483, 74 S. Ct. 686,
98 L. Ed. 873 (1954). It extends to private action as well
as public, Runyqon v. McCraryj, 427 U. S. 160, 96 S. Ct.
2586, 49 L. Ed. 2d 415 (1975), and has a special vitality
where the integration of public schools has made private
education attractive to those who would try to turn back
the clock.

Government must "steer clear" of any expression of
support for racial discrimination in education. See Nor-
wood v. Harrison, supra, 413 U. S. at 467, 98 S. Ct. at 2811.

In Bob Jones University v. Roudebush, 529 F. 2d 514
(4th Cir. 1979) (per curiam), affirming Bob Jones Uni-
versity v. Johnson, 396 F. Supp. 597 (D). S. C. 1974), we
recognized that the government interest in eliminating
all racial discrimination in education was sufficiently com-

...M.....",;-,rra , .:r -. w; .. ,.;._ ;., . ' +A°tlW "7r1i 7 t7f _... ,.i.. rt.:.., : .. r.. ._ ........
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selling to justify denial, under Title VTI of the Civil Bights
Act, of Veterans Administration [V.A.] benefits to Bob
Jones University and its students. The policy involved
in that case was the same religiously based pre-1965 policy
involved here: the denial of admission to unmarried
blacks. The district court rejected the fUiversity's Free
Exercise claim, stating:

It is clear that the Free Exercise Clause cannot
be invoked to justify exemption from a law of general
applicability grounded.l on a compelling state interest.

396 F. Supp. at 607; we affirmed.

In Goldsboro) Christian Schowol s .. Un'riitccl S(ctates, 436
F. Supp. 1314 (D. S. C. 1977), the government's poicy
of denying tax exempt status to private racially discrimIi-
natory schools survived Establishment Clause challenge
by a school that excluded blacks because of its religious
proscription of racial intermarriage. See also Green t.

Connally, supra, 330 F. Supp. at 1169; BroiL'n z_. Dade
Christian Schools, 556 F. 2d :310, 314-24 (5th Cir. 1977)
(concurring opinion of JudWe Goldberg ).

The government interest in this case is coIpelling,
when applied to the post-May' 1975 policy of strict limita-
tions on racial companinship) as well as to the pre-May
1965 policy of excluding unmaried b lacks. As discussed
in part IL supra, the clear federal polcy against racial
discrimination applies to all forms of racial liscrim nation
-- governmental or private. alsolte or conditional, con-
tractual or associational.

In contrast, the government's rule would not prohibit
the University from adhering to its policy. Abandonment

S. A law which penalizes a person ind1irectly for practicing his
belief my violate the Free Exercise Clause., Sherbert r. Verner,
:374 V S. ;39S, 83 S. Ct. 1790, 10 L. Ed. 2d 965 (1963). The in-
direct nature of the "penalty" is,.bhowever, a factor to be considered
in the balance.
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of the policy would riot prevent the University from
teaching the Scriptural doctrine of nonmiscegenation.
Nor is any individual student at Bob Jones University
forced to personally violate his beliefs; no student is forced
to date or marry outside of his race. W e think these
factors tip the balance in favor of the Services' nondis-
crimination doctrine. See generally, Note, Section 1981
after Runy ion v. McCrary: The Free Exercise Right of
Sectarian Schools to Deny Admission To Blacks on Ac-
count of Race, 1977 Duke L. J. 1219; Racial Exclusion by
Religious Schools, Brotcn c. Dade Christian Schools, Inc.,
91 Harv. L. Rev. 879 (1978). Comment, The Tax Exempt
Status of Sectarian Educational Institutions That Dis-
crimninate on the Basis of Race, 65 Iowa L. Rev. 258
(1979).

B. The Establishenwt Clause
The nondiscrimination policy also passes muster

under the Establishment Clause. The Establishment
Clause requires that a lav reflect a secular legislative
purpose, have a primary effect that neither advances nor
inhibits religion, and avoid excessive entanglement with
religion. Comm in ittee for Public Educa tion i and Religious
Liberty v. Regan, 444 U. S. 646, 100 5. Ct. 840, 846, 63
L. Ed. 2d 94 (1980); Committee for Public Education v.
Nyquist, 413 U. S. 756, 773, 93 S. Ct. 2955, 2965, 37
L. Ed. 2d 948 (1973); Tilton z. Richardson, 403 U. S. 672,
678, 91 S. Ct. 2091, 2095, 29 L. Ed. 2(1 790 (1971). The
secular purpose of the rulings in question is unassailable.
Taxpayer asserts, however, that the result is both the
unconstitutional advancemi ent of certain religions and
government excessive entanglement in religious practices.

The district court perceived an Establishment Clause
conflict created by the government's denial of tax exemp-
tion to religions which would not "stay in step" with ex-

._. : . ,
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pressed federal policy. Thus, it held "the application of
the law in the manner which defendant construes it, re-
sults in government favoring those churches that adhere
to federal policy, more specifically, in this case, those
churches whose religious beliefs do not forbid interracial
marriage." 468 F. Supp. at 900.

We agree that the cov'ernmz11ent must maintain an
attitude of neutrality toward all religions. Gillette r.
United States, 401 U. S. 437, 91 S. Ct. 828, 28 L. Ed. 2d
168 (1971); Walz r. Tax Commission of Netc' York, 397
U. S. 664, 90 S. Ct. 1409 25 L. Ed. 2d1 697 (1970 ). But
certain governmental interests are so compelling that cojn-
flicting religious practices must yield in their favor. Thus
the court has upheld statutes prohibiting polygamy,
Ftcrenolds v. United Stales, 98 U. S. 145, 25 L. Ed. 244
(1878), or sale of religious materials by minors, Prince c.
M assachusetts, 321 U. S. 158, 64 S. Ct. 438, 88 L. Ed. 645
(1944), even though they "favor" religions that do not

engage in such practices. In Braitunfield . Brotn, 366
U. S. 599, 81 S. Ct. 1144, 6 L. Ed. 2d1 563 (1961), the
Court upheld Sunday closing laws, which made the prac-

tice of orthodox Jewish merchants' )eliefs more expensive
"because of the strong state interest in providing one uni-
form day of rest for all workers." Again, certain reliions

were "favored," but the First AIendmnent was not violated.
We respect the district court's concern that religions

not be required alwas to "stay in step vith expressed
federal policy'." The Establishment Clause protects

against such intrusion. Walc;, supra 397 U. S. at 674, 90

S. Ct. at 1414. But the principle of neutrality embodied
in the Establishm nent Clause locs not prevent government

9. W\ alz upheld that New YorIk p1p)erty tax exemptions for
religious organizations, for properties used soley for religious wor-

ship, did not violate the EstablishmeIt Clause. The Walz opinion

perrnits such exemptions but does not require them.
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from enforcing its most fundamental constitutional and
societal values by means of a uniform policy, neutrally
applied. Sec Gillette, supra.

Finally, the government's rulings do r)t create the
kind of excessive entanglement with religion recent tiv
avoided in Natinail Labor Re-latiouns Board u. Catholic
Bishop of Ch icago, 440 U. S. 490, 99 S. Ct. 1313, 59 L. E d.

2d 533 (1979). In Catholic Bishop, the Supreme Court
held that the National L )abor Relations Act dlid( not require
Roman Catholic religious schools to pennit their lay
teachers to hold representation elections, and reject teIl
NLRB j urisdict ion over alleged unfair labor )raCtices
involving such schools. The Court noted that to hold
otherwise would present a significant risk that the First
Amendment would he infringed. Id., 99 S. Ct. at 1:320.
First, it would often require inquiry init() the good faith
of the position asserted Iy the clergv alin is trators and

by the school's religious mission. Second, the Board
would b7e called upon to decide what are "terms and
conditions of e1plo1mIent"-an inquiry that wou ild involve
the Board in nearlyv ctc'cry'!thil that Loes oni in thc
schools." Id. ( emphasis adled).

In contrast, the scope of governeni iw t inv )lvemient in
this case is much narrower; the only inquiry is whether
the school iaintails racially mnutral pohlcies. And, the
uniform appiication1 of the rule to all religiously operated
schools avoids the necessity for a potentially eniitangling
inquiry into whether a racially restrictive practice is the
result of sincere religious belief. Cop;aire, Broten t. IDadc
Christian Schools, supra. Tlhe provision in question in-
volves iillulmli] intrio nzil into the operation of tie sc'ol)I
while serving important government intersts '"

10. Li;taul o it en1 1 nuolv ()1 yes some (' (1e; of r' ( £ l-VV1 emnt h F
volvemn(,t lut some a1ree ofinv ent isneiit !S ineab ital)e whether

the tax Ueemit1ion is granted Or denied. W 'a/l . .trjna, 397 U. S. at

. ,.a.'m ..v.niw w emr d:".+..t.aoa'S£641At" : "_?F i k?^ .'+", Fl'F'.YX'Y .1 TS'q§?. ... _ _. P;' . e ." ... .. ... ,rs. . . .__ .. ... _.. .
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IV.

In conclusion, we hold that the revocation of Bob

Jones University's tax exempt status violates neither the

statutory mandate of section 501 ( c) (3) of the Internal

Revenue Code nor the First Amendment to the Constitu-

tion of the United States. The judgment of the district

court is rePTQ:sed with instructions to dismiss the Univer-

sitv's claim for refund of 1975 FUTA taxes, and to rein-

state the government's claim for the years 1971 to 1975

and enter appropriate judgment thereon for defendant.

REVERSED AND REMANDED WITH INSTRUC-

TIONS.

10. (Cont'd.)

674-675. 90 S. Ct. at 1414. We (10 not think the administration of

tax laws or the "hazard of churches supporting government" violate

tIe "excessive entanglement" prong of the Establishment Clause.
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APPENDIX B

Dissenting Opinion of the United States Court of Appeals
for the Fourth Circuit

WVIDENER, CirCuit Judge, dissenting:

I respectfully dissent.

W hile I agree with the result obtained by, and much
of the opinion of, the district court, I w= would decide the
case in a somewhat different setting, and I disagree in
large extent with the analysis of the majority as well as
its result.

To begin with, Bob Jones, which antedates by decades
the decision in 3roteLn r. Ioarcl of Education, 347 U. S.
483, 74 S. Ct. 686, 98 L. Ed. 87:3 (1954), is a "funda-
mentalist religious organization." Bob Jones Unirersit v.
Connally, 472 F. 2d 903, 904 (4th Cir. 1973). That has
been held in this circuit when the same question now b)e-
fore us was before the court in a tax injunction case, and
is confirmed ly the extensive and correct findings of fact
of the district court which are summarized just below.

"Plaintiff is not an educational appendage of a
recognized church that may allude in its educational
processes to the beliefs of the parent religious order.
Instead, the organizational source of plaintiff's reli-
gious beliefs is the university. The convictions of
plaintiff's faith (10 not merely guide its curriculum but,
more importantly, dictate for it the truth therein. Bob
Jones University cannot be termed a sectarian school,
for it composes its own religious order.

"The Court finds that plaintiff's primflary purpose
is religious anl that it exists as a religious organization.
The institution also serves educational purposes. The
Court further finds that (luring the year 1975 plaintiff

RI.RPlsaS _c.n .. m .. . xnMn.:.v.. .. m".,cq, :.ar. r raxe .. A*"rv:euar.. "-rr . ... Krsrs~u n.:

i
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religious organization was organized and operated ex-
clusively for religious and educational purposes." 468
F. Supp. 890 at 895.

Indeed, the Supreme Court in affirming Bob Jones Univer-
sity v. Connally, supra, stated "The university is devoted
to the teaching and propagation of its funclaientalist re-
ligious beliefs." Bob Jones Unicrsity v. Simon, 416 U. S.
725, 734, 94 S. Ct. 2038, 2044, 40 L. Ed. 2d 496 (1974 ).

Accepting the foregoing findings of the district court
as correct, and even the majority (loes not claim they are
clearly erroneous, and the previous findings of this court
and the Supreme Court as wve must, that Bob Jones Uni-
versity is a religious organization, we are dealing in this
case not with the right of the government to interfere in
the internal affairs of a school operated by a church, but
with the internal affairs of the church itself. There is no
difference in this case between the government's right to
take away Bob Jones' tax exemption and the government's
right to take away the exemption of a church which has a
rule of its internal doctrine or discipline based on race, al-
though that church may not operate a school at all. In
this opinion, I speak not to the abstract wisdom or right-
ness of such a rule, hut to the right of a church to enforce
that rule, although it may be repugnant to most of the
population, if the rule is a part of its religious doctrine or
discipline. The district court found and the government
acknowledges that the rule against interracial d1ating and
marriage is a genuine religious belief.

In the case before us, wve are immediately dealing
only with whether or not Bob Jones' rule forbidding inter-
racial dating and marriage may he enforced without losing
its tax exemption.

Briefly, I think the majority, as well as the Internal
Revenue Service and the cou01rt in G4rccn r. Connally, 330

A1 9
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F. Supp. 1150 (D. D. C. 1971) (three-judge court),
affirmed per curiam sub nom. Coit v. Green, 404 U. S. 997,
92 S. Ct. 564, 30 L. Ed. 2d 550 (1971), misconstrued 26
U. S. C. { 501(c)(3). I would construe § 501(c)(3) to
grant Bob Jones U university, its exemption for "religious"
purposes. That being true, there is no reason to test the
grant of an exemption for educational purposes, because
the exemption for religious purposes has not only the pro-
tection of the First Amendment, but its authorization.
Walz v. Tax Commission., 397 U. S. 664, 90 S. Ct. 1409, 25
L. Ed. 2d 697 (1970 ), especially pp. 677-680, 90 S. Ct. pp.
1415-1517.

To say that there is a direct conflict between Bob
Jones' First Amendment rights to operate free from govern-
ment interference and the Fifth Amendment prohibitions
against lending financial aild to institutions which practice
discrimination, see Norwood v. Harrison, 413 U. S. 455,
93 S. Ct. 2804, 37 L. Ed. 2d 723 (1973), is also not correct
in this case. That is so because W'alz also held that "The
grant of a tax exemption is not sponsorship since the gov-
ernment does not transfer part of its revenue to churches
but simply abstains from demanding that the church sup-
port the State." p. 675, 90 S. Ct. p. 1414. If it be argued
that the holding of Walz as to sponsorship was decided in
the context of the establishment clause anl thus is not
applicable here, that holding has been reinforced in Moose
Lodge No. 107 c. Irvis, 407 U. S. 163, 92 S. Ct. 1965, 32

1. In Bob Janes L Unliuersity, U. Simon, 416 U. S. 725, 740, n. 11,
94 S. Ct. 2038, 2047, n. 11, 40 L. Ed. 2d1 496 (1974), the Court
indicated that its aflrmance of Green ackcie the precedential
weight of a case involving a truly adversary cntroversy since the
Internal Revenue Service adopted the plaintiff's positions (during the
course of the litiation. In view of Simon, I do neot consider the
circuit bouirncl hy Green when thne question is presented, as here,
in adversarianl context.
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L, Ed. 2d 627 (1972), and Flagg Bros., Inc. v. Brooks, 436
U. S. 149, 98 S. Ct. 1729, 56 L. Ed. 2d 185 (1978). In
Moose Lodgc the court reversed a district court which had
canceled the liquor license of Moose Lodge because it re-
fused to serve a drink to a black guest of a member. Its
constitution and bylaws limi nited membership to white
males, and the policy andI practice was to permit only
Caucasian guests on lodge premises. The Court refused
to find State action although the club operated with a
license from the State of Pennsylvania and the operation
of the club was regulated in some particulars by the State.
It held that " . the operation of the regulatory scheme
enforced by the Pennsylvani ia Liq)r Control Board does
not sufficiently implicate the State in the discriminatory
guest policy of N'Ioose Lodge to make the latter 'State
action' within the ambit of the equal protection clause of
the Fourteenth Amendnent." p. 177, 98 S. Ct. p. 1744.
The Court had previously stated that it had ". ." never
held, of course, that discrimination by an otherwise private
entity would be violative of the equal protection clause if
the private entity receives any sort of )enefit or service at
all from the State, or if it is subject to State regulation in
any degree whatsoever." p. 173, 98 S. Ct. p. 1742. In
Flagg Bros., the Court declined to find State action in a
warehouseman's proposed sale of goods ads permitted by
the New York Uniform Commercial Code. The Court
". .. rejected the noting that our prior 5css permitted
the imposition of Fourteenth Amendment restraints on pri-
vate action by the simple device of characterizing the
State's inaction as autlorzation' Or 'encouragement'".

pp. 164-165, 98 S. Ct. pp. 1737-1738.
Because I feel Bob Jones is entitled to its religious

exempltion, the only question left is whether the religious
exemption, granted byV statute, may l)e revoked by the
Revenue Service on the grounds that it is not in accord
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with public policy. See Tank Truck Rentals, Inc. v. Com-
missioner, 356 U. S. 30, 78 S. Ct. 507, 2 L. Ed. 2d 562
(1958). Such questions as the extent of the protection
offered Bob Jones by the First Amendment and the extent
of the Fifth Amendment prohibition against aiding educa-
tional facilities which are not racially integrated come into
play as they are expressions of public policy. The question
which I cannot avoid, try as I have done to do so, is
whether the admitted public policy of the nation favoring
freedom of religion as expressed in the First Amendment
is to be limited by a public policy assuring ". . . that
Americans will not be providing indirect support for any
educational organization that discriminates on the basis of
race." 2 pp. 152-153. J do not find it necessary to deal
with an absolute rie that a church may enforce with im-
punity any rule of its internal doctrine or discipline, no
matter how repugnant, to illustrate by way of exaggeration
human sacrifice, for that does not exist here. I think it of
more than p assing interest, how ev=er, that dliscriminationi
against women on account of their sex exists in many
churches. And the same may be said of racial cliscrimina-
tion, probably to less extent. Yet the churches involved
are among the oldest and largest of the Christian faiths in
this country. The IRS, however, has not chosen to attack
the problem from that angle so as to get it settled for the
whole country. Rather, it chose a small, isolated, religious
organization, not affiliated wvith a larger denomination and
combined with a school, which espouses a concededly un-

popular belief that many think unwise and immoral. Thus,
it tries its test case here.

I think it is this court's reading of the statute, and not
the district court's, that "tears section 501 ( c) (3 ) from its
roots." That section's enumeration of exempt purposes is

2, For the purpose of this opinion. I assume that such a policy
exists as phrased by the majority.

.H . .. .:. :: _ .. , , . .. .r - -. . ,. , . ,;... ...... . .. ..
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clear and unambiguous. Organizations are exempt which
are "organized and operated exclusively for religious, chari-
table, scientific, testing for public safety, literary, or educa-
tional purposes." Each of these is a distinct and separate
category. By the rules of statutory construction as well
as common sense, the word "or" must be read after each of
the listed categories. Even the regulations of the IRS are
equally unambiguous and follow the construction I think
is dictated by the plain words of the statute. 26 C. F. R.
§ 1.501(c) (3)-(d) (1) (i) provides an organization may
be exempt "if it is organized and operated exclusively for
one or more of the following purposes:

(a) Religious,

(b) Charitable,
(c) Scientific,

(d) Testing for public safety,

(e) Literary,

(f) Educational, or

(g) Prevention of cruelty to children or animals."
(Italics added.)

The regulations also state that "Since each of the purposes
specified in subdivision (i) of this subparagraph is an ex-
cmpt purpose in itself, an organization may be exempt if
it is organized and operated exclusively for any one or
more of such purposes." 26 C. F. R. § 1.50I(c) (3)-
1( d) (1) (iii). (Italics added.) All that is necessary, ac-
cording to both the statute and the regulations promul-
gated under it is that an organization be organized and
operated exclusively for one of the named purposes.

The word "charitable" appears in section 501 (c) (3)
merely as one of the adjectives modifying "purposes."

. N.yie:e4-ww .ab;t. ':yry:f 3' iYi i 4 aSs .....
ghSiLSUdM Cicia ci Wtiv:L'laxl . :a+w w-.,,n.....,..:..._
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"Charitable" is not used in a generic sense, and is not used
as descriptive of the listing of exempt organizations.
Rather, "charitable" is itself listed between "religious" and

"scientific." It may be, and probably is, because "chari-
table" is a flexible term, the meaning of which changes to

fit a changing society, that Congress specifically exempted
certain types of organizations whether or not they qualify

as common law charities. See Neuberger & Crumplar,
"Tax Exempt Religious Schools U~nder Attack: Conflicting
G;oa.ls of Religious Freedom and Racial Integration," 48
Ford ham L. Rec. 229, 239-40 (1979). But regardless of
the reason, the simple fact is that Congress has enumerated
certain exempt purposes, including "charitable," "reli-
gious," and "educational." It (lid not grant exemptions b'
reference to the law of charitable trusts.

Congress, by statute, has provided that certain classes
or organizations shall be tax exempt. The district court
found as a fact that plaintiff falls within one of those
classes. Since that finding is not disturbed, the plaintiff is
statutorily entitled to be tax exempt. Neither the IRS nor
this court has the power to take away a benefit granted by
Congress. The Commissioner may not add a restriction to
a statute which is not there, Comm??issioner V. Ackeir, 361
U. S. 87, 80 S. Ct. 144, 4 L. Ed. 2d 127 (1959 ); nor may
he deprive a taxpayer of a benefit conferred by statute,
Brooks r. United States, 473 F. 2d 829, 832 (6th Cir. 1973).
"The Courts and the Commissioner do not have the power

to repeal or amend the enactments of the legislature even
though they may disagree with the result; rather, it is their

function to give the natural and plain meaning effect to
statutes as passed by Congress." National Life and Acci-
dent Ins. Co . . United States, 524 F. 2d 559, 560 (6th
Cir. 1975).

This is a case of first impression so far as the Supreme
Court is concerned, as well as the Courts of Appeals. The

. . __ .. -. ,..,..... .,- ,.. tl. euxnadzatimme..w.ye
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real issue I think to be decided, as I have indicated before
in this opinion, is whether the public policy favoring free-

dom of religion as expressed in the First Arnendment is to

be limited by public policy described by the majority as

one meaning that Americans will not provide indirect sup-

port for any educational organization that discriminates
on the basis of race. To put the question even more

properly, may the two policies exist side by side, or is each

so rigid that it will not accommodate the other? Assuming

that the policy against discrimination on account of race

is as broad as stated by the majority, I think it is not so

rigid that religious organizations, although they may dis-
criminate, may not exist in the same society. For it is the

very existence of the religious organization at stake here,
the power to tax involving the power to destroy. l'Cl-
loch v. The State of Maryland, 4 Wheat. 316, 431, 4 L. Ed.
579,607 (1819).

In ascertaining what is the public policy of the nation,

the Supreme Court has instructed us which are the proper

matters to consider in Ticin City Company v. Harding

Glass Con panyit, 283 U. S. 353, 51 S. Ct. 476, 75 L. Ed.
1112 (1931):

"In determining whether the contract here in question

contravenes the public policy of Arkansas, the Con-

stitution, laws, and judicial decisions of that State and

as well the applicable principles of the common law

are to be considered. Primarily, it is for the law-
makers to determine the public policy of the State."

283 U. S. at 357, 51 S. Ct. at 477.

Because there is no federal common law which applies to

the question at hand, we must consider the Constitution,
laws, and judicial decisions of the United States. Primarily,
we must consider the Acts of Congress.

.:_. n.: .r
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Those sections of the federal Constitution having ap-
plication are the First Amendment, of course, and as well
the Fourteenth and Fifth Amendments. We consider the
First Amendment for its guarantee of religious freedom;
the Fourteenth for its guarantee of equal protection of the
laws; and the Fifth Amendment as it imposes on the
national government under its due process clause the same
limits, so far as racial segregation goes in public facilities,
as are imposed on the States under the equal protection
clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Bolling u. Sharpe,
347 U. S. 497, 74 S. Ct. 693, 98 L. Ed. 884 (1954).

The extent of protection of the First Amendment to
religious organizations needs little exposition. It has been
called "the transcendent value" in Nortcood u. Harrison,
413 U. S. 455, 469, 93 S. Ct. 2804, 2812, 37 L. Ed. 2d 723
(1972); and "high 'in the scale of our national values'" in
NLRB v. Catholic Bishop of Chicago, 440 U. S. 490, 501,
99 S. Ct. 1313, 1319, 59 L. E. 2d 533 (1979). And every-
one knows the saying, the firstest of the First. In all events,
I contend that, with rare exceptions, the freedom of speech,
assembly, the press, and religion have always occupied so
high a place in the life of the nation that it cannot be
doubted that the strongest possible public policy considera-
tions support them. The Fourteenth Amendment also oc-
cupies a large place in the scheme of things. Under it
Brotwn v. The Board of Education, 347 U. S. 483, 74 S. Ct.
686, 98 L. Ed. 873 (1954), was decided with its familiar
holding that classification on account of race in the assign-
ment of children to public schools was a violation of the
amendment. And that holding ha:s been extended, as we
all know, into all fields of State action. Under Boling,
supra, the holding of Brown is extended to actions by the
federal government. There is no doubt, then, that there is
a public policy favoring freedom of religion and also no
doubt that there is a .public policy in opposition to dis-

,
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crimination inl matters involving State action. But unless
something else appears, nothing has been shown to indi-
cate to me that the two policies may not exist side by side.
There is no reason I knowv of that the policy favoring non-
discrimination is so strong that it will not admit the exist-
ence of a religious organization which does in fact
discriminate.

Various statutes of the United States touch on the
subject, although none control it directly. Contrary to the
majority, I feel that those statutes which throw light on
the question are worthy of examination, for, as the Court
has said, it is primarily for Congress to determine the
public policy of the nation.

Besides the tax exemption statute immediately in-
volved, the various Civil Rights Acts should be considered,
as well as the Ashbrook Amencnent.

The Civil Rights Act of 1964 outlawed most forms of
racial discrimination in this country. T hose provisions of
the statute relating to einploymnent and public acconmmo-
dations are probably the most familiar. But that statute
did not p)rovidie against discrimination in religious organi-
zations, and, indeed, in 42 U. S. C. { 2000a(e) the statute
exempted from the public accommodations title "a private
club or other establisinent not in fact open to the public."
Further, 42 U. S. C. { 2000e-1 exempted from the equal
employment title of that Civil Rights Act a religious corpo-
ration or association "with respect to the employment of
individuals of a particular religion to perform work con-
nected with the carrying on by such corporation . . . of
its activities." In 1972 Congress amended the equal cm-
plovment title of the statute to require an employer to
reasonably accommodate employees religious practices if
such acconmmcdation does not result in undue hardship on
the conduct of the employer's business. 42 U. S. C.
} 2000e(j).

_ _ -
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42 U. S. C. { 1981, a part of the post-Civil War Civil
Rights Acts has been construed in Johnson v. Railway Ex-
press Agency, 421 U. S. 454, 95 S. Ct. 1716, 44 L. Ed. 2d
295 (1975), to prohibit discrimination in private employ-
ment; and in Run yon v. McCrary, 427 U. S. 160, 96 S. Ct.
2586, 49 L. Ed. 2d 415 (1976), to prohibit racial discrimi-
nation in admission requirements to private secular schools.
The statute itself provides, so far as pertinent here, that all
persons shall have the same right in every State to make
and enforce contracts as is enjoyed by white citizens.
Rur yon, however, specifically did not decide the question
of admission to religious schools. 427 U. S. at 167, 96 S. Ct.
at 2592.

The Ashbrook Amendrent, P. L. 96-74, 93 Stat. 559,
§ 103, is the most recent expression of Congressional policy
touching the question at hand. That amendment to the
Appropriations Act provides that none of the funds made
available shall be used to carry out any rule, policy, or
procedure which would cause the loss of tax exempt status
to private religious or church operated schools under § 501
(c) (3) unless in effect prior to August 22, 1978. While
the amendment itself is prospective in operation as the
majority points out, to say that it has no effect on public
policy, I think, is simply wrong. It would be equally as
wrong, for example, to say the Civil Rights acts have no
place in ascertaining the public policy of the nation just
because they are not squarely on point. And the same may
be said of the exemptions therefrom. The majority, for
example, finds support in 42 U. S. C. } 1981, which I freely
admit has a bearing on the case. But if the Ashbrook
Amendent has no effect on policy because prospective
only, then neither does § 1981 because the rule we are im--
mediately concerned with does not come within its literal
terms.

Not only is the Ashbrook Amendment the most recent
expression of Congress, it is the : _ y expression of Cn-

-.. ;yn...w.c" ̂ sn: r~s ,u:na;, ::«A Y.- nii ^: h .,:^s rA .. ,...,. ,_
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gress I know of on the question inunediately at hand.
It is the law of the land, and it has said in unmistakable
terms that the IRS is prohibited from doing precisely what
it has done here commencing with Auust 22, 1978. Were
it not for its prospective operation, it would bind us here.
So, it is worthwhile to look briefly at the legislative history
of the Ashbroos Amendient. The House Connazittee
Report provides in part as follows:

The relevant House ComIiittee report states:
On August 22, 1978 and February 9, 1978, the

Internal Revenue Service proposed a revenue piroce-
dlure relating to the tax exempt status of private
schools. At present the legislative oversi2 ht com a-
mittees of both the Hlouse and Senate are considering
these proposals. This Committee, to . is concerned
about the Internal Revenue Service issuing revenue
procedures in an area where legislation miav be more
appropriate. TIhc respoI sibility of the Internal Re-e-
nue Service is to enforce the tax laws. The purpose
of the Internal Rev ernue Service procedures ought to
be to clarify these laws, not to expand them. The
issue of tax exempt status of private schools is a
matter of far reaching social significance and theService ought to issue revenue procedures in this area
only when the legislative intent is fairly explicit. Tle
Appropriations CoInni ttee is unsure that the pro-
p)osed revenue procedures issued by the Service are
the proper expression of that legislative intent. The
Committee believes that the Service ouiht Iot issue
these revenue Irocedlures un til the apipjr( privatee Ic is-
lative conunittees have had a chance to evaluate thelmi
and make the letermination that the propose(l reve-
nIIe procedures are a proprc expression of the tax
l as .
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House Committee on Appropriations, Hi. R. Rep. No.
96-248, 96th Cong. 1st Sess., at 14-15,

And Congressman Ashbrook, the sponsor of the Amend-
ment, stated in the Congressional Record, 96th Cong. 1st
Sess. No. 12, June 25-July 13, 1979, at H 5879-80, as
follows:

For the administrative branch to create such a
policy without direction from Congress is a violation
of the doctrine of the separation of powers.

The Nation's churches and their schools should
be free to function without regard to local neighbor-
hood minority mixes or arbitrary affirmativee action"
(sic) quota plans. Such Federal overreaching is a
violation of the constitutional separation of church
and State. Churches and their schools should )e free
to function without Federal harassment. Citi zens
should be al)le to exercise their religious freedomti
without meddling by the Federal bureaucracy. .
The IRS has no authority to create public policy.

So long as the Congress has not acted to set
forth a national policy respecting denial of tax exemp-
tions to private schools, it is im)roI)er for the I1RS or
any other branch of the Federal Government to seek
denial of tax-exempt status.

Such policy determinations, when made without
the action of Congress, )ecole dangerous encroach-
ments upon congressional authority. Although the
Tax Code has often been termed to be an instrument
of social policy, it properly becomes such only upon
action or lack of action by the Congress. .

F'or the IRS to select private schools as targets
of its own substantive evaluation and tax exemption

taY. v1.;w' .liMC. ....+..q j'" .. L +a"a+S_"a f$b ?di}72tl'1i Y^i.Ntl1iYLfiUfi Sa14C1'"HLY.''itA iDE']vmii;HSii i ax.i'ea::e,:
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denial, while leaving unhampered tax-exempt organi-
zations which practice or promote witchcraft, homo-
sexualit', abortion, lesbianism, and euthanasia leaves
this Member confused as to the objectives of those
who would make this agency into a powerful instru-
ment to selectively implement social policy... .

For an agency to permit itself to be guided by
pressures of pending legal action, other Federal
agencies, outside pressure groups, or changes in an
administration is to confuse its own role as tax col-
lector with that of legislator, jurist, or policymaker.
There exists but a single responsibility which is proper
for the Internal Revenue Service: To serve as tax
collector. It is the responsibility of Congress to con-
duct oversight over this agency to prevent trans-
gressions into legislative authority.

Cong. Rec., 96th Cong. 1st Sess., No. 12, June 25, to
July 13, 1979, at H1 5879-80.

The cases which I think touch most directly on the

question are to large extent a discussion of the constitu-
tional provisions and statutes I have mentioned, and as

they are expressions of pulici ' policy in the field, I will

discuss them as I think they apply in the ascertainment
of what is the public policy of the nation with respect to

the question now before us.
As I have before pointed out, the Supreme Court has

consistently held that the place of First Amendment values
in our national order of things is somewhere between

transcendent and high. That is emphasized by such cases

as Presbyterian Church r . Hull Church. :393 U. S. o440,
89 S. Ct. 601, 21 L. Ed. 2(1 658 (1969), in which the
Court held, in a (dispute over church property but which

was decided as a question of church doctrine, that the

State of Georgia, even through its court system had no

., , . , - -
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right under the First Amendment to resolve "underlying
controversies of religious doctrine.' The Court said "Thus,
the departure-from-docetrine element of the Georgia im i-

plied trust theory requires the civil court to determine
matters at the very core ot a religion--the interpretation
of particular church doctrines and the importance of' l mose

doctrines to the religion. Plainly, the First Amnendmnenlt
forbids civil courts from playing such a role." 393 U. S.
at 450, 89 S. Ct. at 606. Tis, if the courts are forbidden
to intrude even to the extent of deciding what is the

doctrine of a church, that shows the consilerallc imi-

munitv that clhuiirch doctrine has from judicial or executive
inquiry, much less necessary approval. In NLR3 t .
Catholic Bislop of Chiicago, supra, the Court held that the

National L.rab(or Relations Board could not compel fou ir

parochial schools to lhargain collectively wi tlh a lay' teach-
ers union. Although the teachers were witli the literal

terms of the labor act, the court held that the danger of

serious constitutional questions, a conflict b etwcen the

labor act and the First Amendment, was so great that it

construed the labor act to exclude the teachers. Again.

in Wisconsin U. YodCer, 40(3 U. S. 205, 92 S. Ct. 1526, 32
L. Ed. 15 (1972 ), the Court hel(l that those members of

the Old Order Amish religion colld not be required udrler'

compulsory school atteithfnce laws to send the(cir ehilren

to school beyond the eighth g rale because' such violated(l

their religious doctrine.
These cases decided under the First Aieudment are

sufficient to show the extent of protection offered to reli-

gious doctrine and that to overcome this protection re-

quires a considIeral)c showing of a compelling state

interest.
Along a different line, the Court held in Rcynolds r.

United Stat.s, 8 Otto 1.45, 98 U. S. 145. 25 L. Ed. 244
(1879 ), that the Mormon religious doctrine of' taking more

-r-,.....cs. rnn%++i n..h .. ,,. .. 1 T.: .t9n _. ..... ._ rv. .: { : y :-, t H. t IMt"'S I ~
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than one wife was not suflicient to exempt a conviction
under a bigamy statute enacted by Congress which made
bigamy a felony punishable by imprisonment not to exceed
five years, as well as a fine. And, in Prince u. Massa-
chusetts, 321 U. S. 158, 64 S. Ct. 438, 88 L. E d. 645 (1944),
the Court upheld a fine of the custodian of a child 9 years
of age for violating the child labor law: of Massachusetts
in that she peritted the child to work in offering for sale
publications of Jehovahs Witnesses, the selling of which
was a part of the doctrine of the church. In Rcynolds, the
Court considered that religious liberty could not go so far
as to "break out into overt acts agaInst peace and good
order." 8 Otto at 163, 98 U. S. at 163, 25 L. Ed. at 249.
In Prince, the Court considered the right of a State to regu-
late family life to the extent that it protects the welfare of
children. Neither of those considerations is present here.
Bob Jones has committed no felony, and a State's right to
protect the welfare of its children is simply not in the case.
Also not in this case is any expression of public policy
manifes ted1 by a State statute, criminal or otherwise.
Neither dioes a federal statute directly control the subject
at han d. According gily, while Reynolds and PriiicC should(1
be considered in ascertaining what public policy to apply
here, they should not be controlling.

Freedom of association also enters into consideration
in this case. E.g. NAACP u. Alabama, 357 U. S. 449, 78
S. Ct. 1163, 2 L Ed. 2d 1488 (1958). It must be re-
memberec that no one is compelled to go to Bob Jones
University. Entrance there is entirely voluntary. It has
not and cannot be shown that Bob Jones competes in any
significant way with the public schools. Cf. .Nocrood as
construed in F'lag zg Bros., 436 U. S. at p. 163., 98 S. Ct. at
p. 1737. As the Supreme Court has said in 3ob Joecs Uni-
cersity t. Simon, 416 U. S. 725, 735, 94 S. Ct. 20:38, 2045,
40 L. Ed. 2d 496 (1974). "Students and faculty are

_ _ , . . ,: , .. 4. _ ,._
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screened for adherence to certain religious precepts and

may be expelled or dismissed for lack of allegiance to

them." Thus, if the action of the government in granting

an exemption to Bob Jones is enough state action to be
considered state aid, then the action of the IRS itself in

revoking the exeml)tion on public policy grounds is itself

"subject to the closest scrltiny." NAACP v. Alabama, at

p. 461, 78 S. Ct. at p. 1171. I acknowledge that the First

Amendment right of freedom of association was mentioned

by the Court in Nrtcood, which stated that, wvhen mani-

fested hy private discrimination, it had never leel ac-

corded affirmative constitutional protection accorded the

Religious Clauses. And the Court further implied that

high on the list of priorities as freedom of asso-

ciation in schools may be, it was not so high as the

values inherent in the free exercise clause, 413 t. S. at

pp. 469-470, 93 S. Ct. pp. 2812-2813. Thus, if Bob Jones
were only a school, it might be argued that Norwood

should control this case providing that tax exemption is

equated to free textbooks. I also acknowledge that the

holding in iNorncd may be argued to be that the Four-

teenth Amendment prohibition against lending aid to seg-

regated schools is a stronger public policy than freedom

of association, nevertheless the right of freedom of associa-

tion does enter into this case It is an inescapable part of

Bob Jones' background, for, in addition to the First Amend-

ment protections offered to this religious organization in its

doctrine and discipline, it has the added protection of the

First Amendment protection of freedoin of association.

Two other cases bear on the question. The first is

Moose Lodgcle .IrIs 407 U. S. 16 3, 92 S. Ct. 1965, 32

L. Ed. 2d (627 (1972). The next is Univers'.tity (f California
Regents r. 3akke, 438 U. S. 265, 98 S. Ct. 2733, 57 L, Ed.
2d 750 (1978). In Moose Lodge, the Court upheld the

right of a Moose lodge in Pennsylvania to racially liscrimi-

nate in its guests although it operated under a liquor

tS ribsrxar ky 6L4.. .a .wo,. ym. 0=.58~ *. .m ,-.-..w .i_..___
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license from the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and its

operation was regulated in some particulars by the State.

The Court held that this was not State action. But the

importance of the case here is that the grant of a privilege

not available to all by the State of Pennsylvania was not

enough action by the State to be called State action and be
invalid under the Fourteenth Amendment prohibition

against actions by States according to racial classification,

In Bakkc, while the Court disapproved the cenial of ad-

mission of 3akke to medical school on account of his race,
the Court further held that the State had a substantial

interest in an admissions program "involving the competi-
tive consideration of race and ethnic origin." The Court

reverse the California court's judgment which had en-

joined any consideration because of race, p. :320, 98 S. Ct.

at p. 2763. It suggested that the Harvard College admis-

sions program would be satisfactory. In that program,
Harvard believed that admissions taking race into account

would keep Harvard from losing a great deal of its vitality

and intellectual excellence. Thus, the holding of Bakkc is

clear that a consideration of race is in some circumstances

permissible. On whatever ground Moose Lodge was de-

cided, its holding is that it is not the public policy of the

United States to take the license from a Moose lodge with

a segregated guest policy just because it operates under a

State license. And that of Bakke is equally clear. Race

may be taken into account as a factor in admitting students
to a state university for reasons having to (10 with the
vitality of the university and intellectual excellence.

Moose Lodge especially, I think, is unanswerable in

the public policy context. Can we say in candor that it is

more important to the nation to permit a segregatel Moose
lodge to operate than to permit a se<regated1 religious
organization to operate? I think not. Bakke is very nearly

equally compelling. Can we saxy that it is more important

*1
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to a State university to use race as factor in admitting
students to obtain overall vitality and intellectual excel-
lence than to permit Bob Jones to maintain a rule against
interracial dating and marriage when that is a part of its
religious doctrine? Again, I think not.

The First Amendment, while its values may he tran-
scendent, bends from time to time to accommodate the
necessities of society. See Near v. Minnesota, 283 U. S.
697, 708, 51 S. Ct. 625, 628, 75 L. E d. 1357 (1931). And,
as Reynolds and Prince illustrate, the First Amendment
also bends to accolmmodate threats to public order and the
welfare of children. But I think it is a mistake to say that
the public policy of not aiding in any way, no matter how
indirect, any segregated activity will not yield in any par-
ticular to the First Amendment.

While racial quotas are themselves discriminatory, the
cases approving them in remedial context in employment
cases are too numerous to mention, the most prominent of
which, of course, is United Steelhorkers of America, AFL-
CIO-CLC v. Weber, 443 U. 5. 193, 99 S. Ct. 2721, 61
L. Ed. 2d 480 (1979). So it is not against the public policy
of the United States for courts to icnd their aid to discrimi-
nation in any form, and thus the policy against racial dis-
crimination bends. The Civil Rights Acts themselves con-
tain accommodations for private clubs, } 2000a (c); for
employment of people of a particular religion by a religious
association, § 2000e-1; and employees' religious practices
which do not result in undue hardship, § 2000e j). It is
easily seen that the public policy of no) liscrimination ns
provided in the Acts of Congress also is not inflexible.
Weber itself has construel the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to
accommodate racial discriminationn. W ith the Constitution.
the statutes, and the decisions of the Supreme Court yield-
ing to the demands of society from time to time, especially
including religious dernands, a "prophylactic rule to pre-

.:
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vent such [state] support," p. 153, with no "exception for

religion-based schools," p. 150, imposed by the majority,
is entirely too inflexible. It places the value of no discrimi-
nation protected by the Fourteenth Amendment as a

matter of law above the religious protection offered by the

First Amendment. I think this is a mistake. Assuming

that public policy under the Fourteenth Amenclment is

correctly stated in the majority opinion, I (o not think it

is so inflexible that it may not exist side by side with the

First Anendment freedoms of the Religious Clauses. I

would not deal in such absolutes and would decide only

the case before us as is proper in this constitutional setting.

Ashwanccr i. TVA, 297 U. S. 288, 341, 56 S. Ct. 466, 480,
80 L. Ed. 688 (1936) (Mr. Justice B randeis concurring).

I would decile that Bob Jones University which is a reli-

gious institution may continue to operate in its tax exempt

status consistently with a rule which may prevent govern-

rent aid to secular institutions practicing segregation. I

see no need to undlertake to apply a prophylactic rule es-

pecially for ease of administration as the majority opinion

implies is one reason for its holding. pp. 154-155.

Although the question of the admission of unmarried

black students is more difficult than the rule against racial

intermarriage and dating, I would decide that matter the

same way for the same reasons I have expressed above.

Because I think the public policy analysis disposes of

the case, I would not reach the other questions presented,

Ashwander, supra, including the very serious question of

whether the Revenue Service's revoti'onl of tax exempt

status of institutions which (1o not agree with its idea of

public policy is in violations of the estal)lishmnent clause.

I would thus affrm the judgment of the district court.
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FINDINGS OF FACT CONCLUSIONS
OF LAW AND ORDER

CHAPMAN, District Judge.

Plaintiff instituted this action to recover the amount
of $21.00 which it paid in federal income taxes under the
Federal Unemployment Tax Act (F. U. T. A.). The sum
that plaintiff seeks to be refunded belies the importance
of this litigation, since resolution of the suit requires a
determination of whether plaintiff qualifies as a tax-exempt
organization under Section 501( c) (3) of the Internal
Revenue Code, 26 U. S. C. { 501(c)(3).

The controversy between plaintiff and the government
originated in July, 1970, wvhen the Internal Revenue
Service publicly announced that it would no longer allow
tax exempt status to private schools that practiced racial
discrimination or allow gifts to such schools as charitable
deductions. By letter dated November 30, 1970, the plain-
tiff was formally notified of this change and informed that
the IRS would challenge the tax exempt status of private
schools which practice racial discrimination in their ad-
missions policies. Unable to procure an assurance of tax
exemption through administrative means, the plaintiff, in
September 1971, instituted an action in this court to enjoin
the IRS from revoking its tax exempt status. That suit
culminated in Bob Jones Universityj v. Simon, 416 U. S.
725, 94 S. Ct. 2038, 40 L. Ed. 2(1 496 (1974), in which the
Supreme Court held that the Anti-Injunction Act of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954, 26 U. S. C. { 7421(a),
prohibited the plaintiff from obtaining judicial review by
way of injunctive action before the assessment or collection
of any tax. The Supreme Court went on to suggest that a

proper procedure for plaintiff to gain judicial review would
be for plaintiff to pay ". . . an installment of FICA [Social
Security] of FUTA [Federal Unemployment] taxes, ex-

,
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haust the Service's internal refund procedures, and then
bring suit for a refund." 416 U. S. 725, 746, 94 S. Ct. 2038,
2051, 40 L. Ed. 2d 496.

On April 16, 1975, the IRS notified plaintiff of the
proposed revocation of its exempt status. Official revoca-
tion came on January 19, 1976, and was made effective
from December 1, 1970. Subsequently, plaintiff filed
FUTA returns for the period from December 1, 1970, to
December 31, 1975, and paid a tax totalling $21.00 on one
employee for the calendar year of 1975. The plaintiff's
request for a refund was denied and plaintiff instituted
this suit. In its answer to the amended complaint the
government count terclaimed for approximately $490,000.00
that it had purportedly determined was due on the returns
filed by plaintiff. In its Order filed October 6, 1977, this
Court determined that the counterclaim was not dismissi-
ble under Rule 12(b) (6) of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure but granted plaintiff's motion to sever, for a
separate trial, those issues raised by defendant's counter-
claim other than the tax status issue presented by plain-
tiff's amended complaint.

On May 10, 1978, the matter of plaintiff's tax exempt
status was tried before the Court without a jury. After
reviewing the testimony, depositions, admissions, inter-
rogatories, exhibits, pleadings, and briefs of record and
studying the applicable law, the Court, pursuant to Rule
52 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, makes the
following:

FINDINGS OF FACT

1. Plaintiff was founded in Florida in 1927, moving
to its present location in Greenville, South Carolina in the
late 1940's. Plaintiff was incorporated as an eleemosynary
corporation under the laws of South Carolina on November
20, 1952, for the following purposes, as stated in its Pre-
amble and contained in its Certificate of Incorporation:

,.:._ .a... w
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The general nature and object of the corporation shall

be to conduct an institution of learning for the general

education of youth in the essentials of culture and in

the arts and sciences, giving special emphasis to the

Christian religion and the ethics revealed in the Holy

Scriptures, combating all atheistic, agnostic, pagan

and so-called scientific adulterations of the Gospel,
unqualifiedly affiring and teaching the inspiration of

the Bille (both Old and New Testaments); the

creation of man by the direct act of Cod; the incar-

nation and virgin birth of our Lord and Saviour, Jesus
Christ; His identification as the Son of God: His vicari-

ois atonement for the sins of mankind by the shedding

of His blood on the Cross; the resurrection of His

body from the tomb; His power to save men from sin;

the new birth through the regeneration by the Holy

Spirit; and the gift of eternal life by the grace of God.

2. Plaintiff's constitution and bylaws provide that, in

the event of the dissolution of plaintiff, its residual assets

are to be turned over to another organization which has
been determined to be exempt from Federal income tax as

an organization described in Section 501(c) (3) of the

Internal Revenue Code, for use of one or more of its ex-

empt purposes, or to the Federal, State or local govern-

ment, for use of one or more public purposes.

3. Plaintiff is not affiliated with any religious clenomi-
nation, and, in addition, receives no aid from local, state,

or federal government. Plaintiff accepts students from

kindergarten through college and graduate school, offering

approximately fifty degrees. It also offers a nondegree,
noncredit program entitled The Institute of Christian

Service to teach the principles of the Bible and train

Christian character. Plaintiff enrolls approximately 5,000

students nearly one half of which are studying for the

ministry or preparing to tach in Christian schools.

,.mnm., ,....._, ., ;. ., ;,. ,r , _ s a ,A s
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4. The plaintiff is dedicated to the teaching and prop-

agation of its fundamentalist religious beliefs. Everything

taught at plaintiff is taught according to the Bible. Al-
though students may be exposed to theories that are con-

trary to Biblical scripture, plaintiff's teachers instruct them

to disregard these theories and teach the Bible's literal

language as being the only true account. The cornerstone
of plaintiff institution is Christian religious indoctrination,
not isolated academics.

In attempting to accomplish its purpose of training

Christian leadership, the plaintiff follows the teachings of

the Bible in every instance where literature or philosophy

vary from the "word of God" as set forth in the Bible.
This is done so that a student can learn to distinguish be-
tween that which is of Cod and that which is of an "anti-
Cod" mind and combat the latter. At plaintiff, every class,
every cultural event, and every athletic contest opens with
prayer. Fifteen minutes at the close of each day is devoted
to gathering together in small groups for prayer. Every

teacher, no matter what are his academic credentials, is
required to be a "born again" Christian, who must testify
to at least one saving experience with Jesus Christ, and

who must consider his mission at plaintiff to be the train-
ing of Christian character. Any instructor, who fails to
believe in or carry out the essentials of plaintiff's Preamble,
is dismissed.

5. Student applicants to plaintiff are screened as to
their religious beliefs. Plaintiff has extensively enacted a
multitude of disciplinary rules in line with its religious
beliefs. These rules appear in a student handbook and
address almost every facet of a student's life at plaintiff.
Upon entry into the plaintiff, the new student has these
rules of conduct reviewed for him at a "rules meeting" and
is required to sign a statement that he will abide by these
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rules and regulations. A small sample of these rules pro-

videci The institiin does not permit dancing, card play-
ing, the use of tobacco, movie-going, and other such forms
of inlenlelccQs in which worldly yonlg people often en-
gage; no student, will release information of any kind to

any local newspaper, raii) station, or television station

without t first checking wvith the University Public Relations

Director; students are expected to refrain from singing,

playing, and, as far as possible, from "tuning-in" on the

radio or playing ofn tle record player jazz, rock-and-roll,
folk rock, or any other tN pes of questionable music; and,
no young manTh may walk a g2Zirl On campus unless o1)th of

them have a legitimate reason for going in the same

direction.

6. A primary fundamentalit conviction of the plain-

tiff is that the Scripture:s forbid interracial dating and

marriage. Detailed test inmIonyv was presented i at trial eluci-

dating the Biblical foundation for test Ibeliefs. The Court

finds and the defendant has admitted that plaintiff's beliefs

against in terracial dating ain1d m marriage are genuine reli-

gious beliefs.

7. From January 1. I975, to May 29, 1975, plaintiff

did not accept applications from unmarriedl black students

unless the applicant had i)een a staff lelber of the Uni-

versitv for four years or longer; married black students

were permitted to enroll. During this period, plaintiff's

religious beliefs were not against the admission of blacks,

but barring unmarried blacks from enrolhnent was, in

1laintiff's judgment, the safest, easiest, and most reliable

method to protect its religious conviction against interracial

rating and mlrriae. in response to the Supreme Court's
decision that discrn iinatorv admissions policies of private
educational in5titui tionillS wvere unl awful. plaintiff amended
its admissions policy oni May 29, 1975. to allow the admis-
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sion of unmarried blacks. Plaintiff continues to adhere to
its religious belief forbidding interracial dating and mar-
riage although in its judgment this principle may be more
difficult to enforce under the new policy. After May 29,
1975, plaintiff rested upon the following disciplinary rules
to protect its religious beliefs:

T here is to be no interracial dating.

1. Students who are partners in an interracial mar-
riage will be expelled.

2. Students who are members of or affiliated with any
group or organization which holds as one of its goals
or advocates interracial marriage will be expelled.

3. Students who date outside their own race vill be
expelled.

4. Students who espouse, promote, or encourage
others to violate the University's dating rules and
regulations will be expelled.

Plaintiff's rules regarding interracial dating and mar-
riage constitute a part of the admissions program only in-
sofar as an applicant who is known to the plaintiff to be a
partner to an interracial couple wou' .i be denied admission.

8. Plaintiff's primary objective is in instructing, con-
veying, and disseminating its fundamentalist religious be-
liefs. Al though plaintiff per forms certain scholastic func-
tions, religion reigns, molding every action, policy, and
decision of the plaintiff. Plaintiff's Biblical beliefs per-
meate every facet of the institution. Education is only one
of the means used 1y plaintiff to indoctrinate people with
its Christian principles; religion controls and dominates
education.

The fact that plaintiff is not affiliated with any de-
nomination, yet, at the same time, is totally guided by its

.:; _ _ _
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fundamentalist beliefs, attests that plaintiff is a distinct
religious organization in and of itself. Plaintiff is not an
educational appendage of a recognized church that rmay
allude in its educational presses to the beliefs of the

p aren't religious order. Instead, the organizational source
of plaintiff's religious beliefs is the university. The con-
victions of plaintiff's faith do not merely guide its cur-
riculum but, more importantly, dictate for it the truth
therein. Bob Jones University cannot be termed a sec-
tarian school, for it composes its own religious order.

The Court finls that plaintiff's primary purpose is re-
ligious and that it exists as a religious organization. The
institution also serves educational purposes. The Court
further finds that during the year 1975 plaintiff religious
organization was organized anl operated exclusively for
religiotuis and educational purposes.

CONCIJLTSIONS OF LAW

1. This Court has jurisdiction under the provisions of
26 U. S.. . 7422 alld28 U. S. C. § 1346(a)(1).

2. 3y this action plaintiff seeks the refund of $21.00
that it paid in taxes on one emlployee for the calendar year
of 1975 under the Feleral Unemployment Tax Act (F. LU.
T. A.), 26 U. S. C. § 3301. Plaintiff )ascs its claim upon
the conltention that it qualifies as an exempt organization
under 26 U. S. C. § 501(c) (3), anl is, therefore, exempted
under 26 U. S. C. § :3306(c) (8) from paving F. U. T. A.

1. Iw) other Courts have iotCd the predominance of religion

in descriptions f) plailtiff. The F(ourth Circuit characterizedc plain-
tifi' as a "fnidamienitalist re'ligiouls orgatnization1 . . . 1ob1 Jones

nicrs/ity c. Connally. 472 F. 2d 9{)3. 904 ( 4th Cir. 1973) . The
Supreme Court stated that "the Universit is devoted to the teach-
in (1 p)'opagatio1 of its fItn.d1en1 talist r1i11Is )eliefs." 13ob
Jones c Uicersit . Sito/ 41. Simon, 416 U. S. 725, 734, 94 S. Ct. 2038. 2045,
40 L. Ed. 'd 496 (1974).

: . .
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taxes. Viewed in light of its actual significance, this suit
serves as plaintiff's method of obtaining judicial review of
the Internal Revenue Service's revocation of its earlier de-
termination letter that plaintiff was an exempt organization
under { 501(c)(3).

In support of its position the plaintiff argues that the
IRS's revocation of its tax exempt status was nlawful and
beyond the powers delegated it by Congress, because
plaintiff meets the expoiss provisions of § 501(c) (3) 2 and
the related regulations, 26 C. F. ii. { 1L.501 (c) (3) -1
Plaintiff also attacks the revocation as being unconstitu-
tional in that t violates plaintiff's First Amendmnent right
to the free exercise of its religious beliefs and its Fifth
Amendment rights to due process and equal protection of
the law.

To justify its revocation of plaintiff's tax exempt status,
the defendant contends that plaintiff does not nmet the
specifications of f 501(c) (:3) as interpreted by the IRS
and deliated in Revenue Rulings and Procedures 71-447,
72-54, 75-50, and 75-231. In these rulings the IRS an-
nounced that, tinder its recent interpretation otf the law,
schools which racially d isc'rimin ated would no) longer
qualify for tax exempi)t status. The Serivce outlined in

these releases certain criterion (for exa Iple, requiring the

2. 26 t. S. C. { 501 (c) ( ) 1s.ts as exempt organizations:

(Corporations, aid any conumiitytv chest, fund, or foiunda-
tion,1 ranized aind operated exclusive ly for religions, chari-
tab>le. sc'ien tifie, testing fo2 r pub1)lic saet. Literary, or cdneationiial
purposes, Or for- thRe 1)1O prIaetioni of entycu1{ to c'hildQen or ani-
mtls, no part of' the net earn1ing;4s of whlich iures to the b)encfit
of any private sh}rhoIlder r individual, no subStantiaLl p art of
the activities ol whie b1 1 i iri )l o)aat(a, or otherwise
att(empting, . to inin lii ence legislation i, al which does not par-

ticipat e ini, or inter\ cin ini (inicclding the public ishiinz or dis-
trilhnuting2 of statemuueits ), anyV p)oliticaI campaLigni Ol 1on)ehalf of
anyV c.aIdzidate for pul lic office.

. : 6r8deyrESrawr ydn !4'rt'=t.i'r y t 7 '+ del 16S3Riu .. e.r.a ... wMkllYi YkS 'dSViN'w.N.'wn..auw -r _
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school to show affirmatively that it does not racially dis-
criminate and has publicized such policy) that would en-

title the organization to exem ptI status.
The IRS determined that plaintiff did not meet these

new guidelines and revoked its exempt status back to the
date plaintiff was formally notified of the change in inter-

preatonof the law. Particular, atothe year inqus

tion, 1 975, defendant asserts plaintiff maintained a racially
discriiniatorv admissions policy and that the midyear
modification er' plaintiffs adlmissions procedures did not
remedy its dleficiencies. Defendant argues that plaintiff

still has not complied at this time because plaintiffs inter-
nal rules against interracial dating and marriage are dis-
criminatory and constitute an integral part of its admissions

policies.
The reconsideration and revocation of plaintiff's ex-

empt status stems from a decision by the IRS to construe
S501 ( c)(3) as requiring religious and educational organi-

te islative ien beind th is exem tio sectin t sto

afford exemptions only to those organizations that could
be considered charitable under the common law and such

law precludes an organization which violates clearly de-
elared federal public policy from being considered chari-

table. lef'endan t c'ontinues its rationale 1y asserting that

there exists a clearly drecl public policy against dis-
crimination by schools on the basis of race in the selection

of students. Therefore, according to defendant, since it

has appraisedl plaintiffs admissions procedures to be
racially discriminatory, it argues that the lhw impels it to
revoke plaintiffs favorable standing under § 501(,c )(3.

defendant also argiues a judicially created rule of con-

struictionI that Congress may not be presumed to have in-

tended to encouragee' violations of public policy. If de-
fenclant confers tax except status on an organization which

:5?1lifihM.Y1.a w.xaizi "dtiwerh ;; ..
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violates public policy, defendant contends that it would
thus be interpreting the statute contrary to its legislative
intent.

As stated earlier, plaintiff not only contests the de-
fendant's construction of the statute but argues that en-
forcement of the statute, as interpreted by the government,
against plaintiff, violates its constitutional rights.

THE APPLICABILITY OF DEFENDANTS [NTEIIPRETATION OF
SECTIoN 501( c) (3) To rIE PLAINTIFF

The defendant's policy of revoking tax exemp t status
set forth in Revenue Rlulings and Procedures 71-4 47, 72-54.
72-50, and 75-231, applies only to Cdlcation al or ganiz a.-
tions. The Court is well aware that there is substantial
authority to support a finding that there exists a 1 federal
public policy which condemns racial discrimination in edi-
cational institutions; however, the Court concludes thie re
is 1o corresponding clearly declared federal piuiblic policy
against the practice of racial discriImnation y ) religious
organizations such as plaintiff.

The position of defendant is tlat an organization's
principal activity governs the category into which it must
fall for purposes of § 501 ( c) (3). \WIether an organiza-
tion is created and operated exclusively for exempt pur-
poses is a question of fact. Hastrell t. Uitcd Sta.tes, 500
F. 2d 113.3, 1142 (Ct. Cl. 1974). The Court has found
as a fact that the principal activity of the plaintiff rests
in the instruction, advancement, an Cd propagation of its
religious )eliefs. Since plaintiff is categorized for pi r-
poses of $ 501(c) (3 ) as a religious organization, defend-
ant's declared procedure for denying tax exetpt status to
educational organizations that partake ini racial discF1rii--
nation is inal)plicablle to plaintiff.

The plaintiff was organized and operated in the year
of 1975 exclusively for religious and educational purposes,

F,,. ,:. i'; ., ,mac .,;..:
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the predominate purpose being religious. Both of these
purposes are decreed exempt purposes under { 5O1(c)(3).
An organization that is organized and operated exclusively
for one or more of such exempt purposes may be exempt.
26 C. F. I. § 1.501(c) (3)-1(d) (iii). Assuming defend-
ant's construction of the statute that exempt organizations
must not violate clearly declared public policy, the Court
detects that no such policy is violated by plaintiff re-
ligiouls organization. Defendant does not contend nor
does the Court find that plaintiff is disqualified under the
remaining provisions of the statute and the corremponding
regulations. Therefore, the Court concludes that for the
year 1975 plaintiff was a tax exempt organization under

S501(c) (3) and, for that reason, was not liable by reason
of § 3306(c) (8) for F. U. T. A. taxes during that period.

Whether the IRS's policy of denying exemptions to
educational organizations that racially discrilminate applies
to plaintiff is merely one of several important issues pre-
sented that concern the Court and merit further discussion.
The revocation of plaintiff's exempt status on the basis of
defendant's interpretation of $ 501 (c) (3) has drastic con-.
sequences, both legally and in actual effect. The most
severe is that defendant's interpretations of $ 501 { c ( 3),
which it attempts to impose upon plaintiff, creates an im-
permissible intrusion of its First Amendment rights and
usurps the power of Congress to legislate the federal tax
laws.

THE COMPATIBILITY OF DEFENDANT S INTERPRETATION

OF § 501 (c) (3) WITH THE FITsT' AM IENDMENT

3. The sensitive nature of First AIenmcent rights
has long been recognized, and the judiciarv has b een vig-
ilant in the protection of these rights. In the present case
plaintiff alleges that defendant's revocation of its tax ex-
empt status violates its right to the free exercise of re-

' T. 1:.a F.L _ _
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ligion guaranteed under the First Amendment' Briefly
stated, the issue is whether defendant's revocation of plain-
tiff's tax exemuipt t:atus. because of policies founded on
plaintiff's religious belici s, unconstitutionally infrinCs
upon plaintiff's right to the free exercise of religion.

The religious belief involved is plaintifs conviction
that the Bible forbids interracial (dating and mnarriage and
that God has cursed any acts inz furtherance thereof. De-
ferndant's revocation of plaintiffs tax exemiption for 19 75
resulted from its (letermnination that during this time plain-
tiff maintaiLed an admissions policy which discriminated
on the basis of race. Until liay 29, 1975, plaintiff ref used
to accept the admissions applications of. single blacks.
After Plaintiff altered its atnisions policy oni that (late
to permit the acceptance of single blacks, (defendant as-
serts plaintiff continued racial liscrimninationi in its admis-
sions procedure. D)efendan1; tilt reaches this conclusion11 b
stating that discrim iation against a )er'son on account of
the race of that person's spouse or companion is contrary'
to expressed publepic y, acnd tlat this aletcd imlawfuil
discrimination in plaintiff s internal rules was an integral
part of plaintiffs admissions policy after May 29, 1975.

Even were this Court to assume plaintiff is primarily
an educational orgaiizati on, it cannot agree with dlefend-
ant that revocation of phiintiffs exemlpt status for the
period beginning after May 29, 1975. because of plaintiff's
admissions policy, (Toes n1ot violate plain tiff's free exercise
rights. The Court need not rule on this constitutional
claim in relation to p laintiff s admissions policy earlier that
yea', because the question is more sharply prCsenztecd for
the time period after MZay29, 1975.

3. The First Amen idmenit to the Conftitution, ini part, provides:
"Cong~ress shall nWOe no! law respectiine no esdtblishment of re-
jjigion, )r prohibiting2 the free exercise thiereni
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At some point in scrutinizing actions surrounding the
practice of a religion, a distinction must 1)e made between
actions related to a particular religious belief and the actual
practice of the belief itself. In the present case, plaintiff's
refusal to admit single blacks was not plaintiff's expression
of its religious conviction, though the policy was based on
and enacted to protect its religious beliefs. Plaintiff's pro-
hibition of interracial dlating and marriage and its refusal
to approve or, in any way', en courage such conduct are the
practice of its religious 1be1iefs. Plaintiff's disciplinary rules
as to interracial dlating constitute the practice of its reli-
gious convictions..These rules are a direct manifestation
of plaintiff's religious beliefs, and any inter play between
these rules and plaintiffs adhnissions policy does not re-
move their fund amen tal religious nature. Thuis, defendant
revoked plaintiff's tax exemption for the period after May
29, 1975, because of the direct practice by plaintiff of its
religious beliefs.

The limitations implosed upon the government by the
free exercise clause of the Constitution were expressed by
the Supreme Court in Sherbert u. Verner, 374 U. S. 398,
83 S. Ct. 1790, 10 L. E d. 2(1 965 ( 1963):

The door of the Free Exercise Clause stands tightly
closed against any governmental regulation of reli-
gious beliefs as such, Cant well c. Conniecticut, :310
U. S. 296, 303, 60 S. Ct. 900, 903, 84 L. E d. 1213. 1217,
128 ALR 1:352. (overnmnent may neither compel
a~ffirmation of a repugnani t beClief, Torcaso U c. Wtkinis,
367 U. S. 488, 81 S. Ct. 1680, 6 L Ed. 2d 982; nor
penalize or discriminate again st mndividuals or groups
because they 1ho1d religious views abhlorrent to the
authorities, Fotele'r . Rhode Isand, 34I5 U. S. 67, 73
S. Ct. 526, 97 L. E d. 829; . . . .374 U. S. 398, 402, 83
S. Ct. 1790. 179:3 10 L E d. 2(1 965, 969.
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There can be no doubt that denial of tax-exempt status to
the plaintiff for the period after May 29, 1975, because of
its rules regarding interracial dating and marriage penal-
ized the plaintiff for the exercise of its religious beliefs.
Plaintiff suffered not only taxation of its income but also a
substantial loss of contributions since they were no longer
tax deductible. That the burden imposed on the free
exercise of religion may be characterized as being only
indirect does not preclude the religious practice from pro-
tection under the First Amendment. Brawn field v. Browtn,
366 U. S. 599, 607, 81 S. Ct. 1144, 1148, 6 L. Ed. 2d 563,
568 (1961). To condition the availability of benefits upon
plaintiff's willingness to violate a cardirnl principle of its
religious faith effectively penalizes the free exercise of its
constitutional liberties. Sherbe'rt u. Verncr, 374 U . S. 398,
406, 83 S. Ct. 1790.

A burden on First Amendment values is constitution-
ally permissible only if justifiable in terms of the govern-
ment's valid aims. Gillette v. United States, 401 U. S. 437,
462, 91 S. Ct. 828, 28 L. Ed. 2d 168 (1971). The govern-
mental interest advanced by the regulation must be a
"compelling state interest" to pass constitutional muster,
for it is "basic that no showing merely of a rational rela-
tionship to some colorable state interest [will] suffice."
Sherbert v. Verner, 374 U. 5. S. 398, 406, 83 S. Ct. 1790, 1795,
10 L. Ed. 2d 965.

Defendant argues the interest being protected is the
public policy against discrimination on the basis of the
race of a person's companion. See .cLauglhlin r. Florida,
379 U. S. 184, 85 S. Ct. 283, 13 14. Ed. 2(1 222 (1964);
Loving v. Virginia, 388 U. S. 1, 87 S. Ct. 1817., 18 L. Ed. 2d
1010 (1967). However, these cases, ard Other cases cited
by defendant, manifest a public policy against the state
assisting in such discri mina tion-each decision involved a
finding of state action. These decisions (10 not represent

m +a, .. _;a.:..., a. . {M'Tt'1 2fF[ NSTI t'.'LIY Y:':..h.."
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compelling public policy against this variety of racial dis-
crimination in the private sector.

As authority for its position that revocation of plain-
tiffs tax exemption does not imnperissively intrude on

plaintiff's free exercise rights, defend ant relies on Golds-
boro Christian Schools, Inc. . United States, 4:36 F. Supp.
l314 (E. D. N. C. 1977). I3ut, this case is inapposite to
the present situation. In Goldsboro, the Court was con-
fronted with an admissions policy which totally excluded
blacks. The admissions policy of the plaintiff beginning
after M ay 29, 1975, did not exclude blacks; any possible
discrimination would have to arise from the practice of its
religious belief prohibiting interracial dating and marriage.
The secular interest being advanced in Goldsboni could
le considered compelling, for that interest concerned
granting blacks equal access to educational institutions,
an interest which this Court earlier recognized was in keep-
ing with clearly declared public policy. On the other
hand, this Court can discern no public policy of coI-
parable magnitude with respect to the prohibition of
discrimination by private institutions on the basis of the
race of one's spouse or companion. Thus, revocation of
the plaintiff's tax exempt status after May 29, 1975, con-
stitu tes an unconstitutional infringement of plaintiff's righbt
to the free exercise of its religious beliefs.

The Court has discussed the free exercise problem
only for the period commencing after Iav 29, 1975, be-
cause, as mentioned1 earlier, this constitultional question
is more acutely presented during this time span. The
constitutional i)rol)lemn presented lby defendant's revoca-
tion is so severe that, as the Court las just shown, such
conduct is not sustainable even if it is assumed plaintiff
is an educational organization. This Court deterinines
plaintiff to le a religious organization. and there has vet
to be expressed any compelling public policy prohibiting

Te..ry w~w rureu a.. t f i.t P1. %' !"sfYFARNS ^? ym m un KP - .n
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racial discrimination by religious organizations. Once
plaintiff opened its doors to single blacks on May 29, 1975,
regardless of whether it be classified as a religious or edl-
cational institution the defendant's revocation of its tax
exempt status violated plaintiff's First Amendment right to
the free exercise of religion.

In addition, the Court discerns that the construction
of $ 501 (c) (:3) advocated and applied by the defendant
m this case seriously risks violation of the Establishment
Clause of the First Amendment. The legal theories be-
hind defendant's interpretation of tle section and cv.
Rul. 71-447 are tuwo-fold: oe, that organiatimns seekiw.
exem)tion for "religious" or "educational" purposes mnut
also qualify under the common law as being charitablee"
and two, that Congress did not intend to permit tax hene-
fits to organizations which op erate in contraventi)n of
sharply defined national policies.

Iefendant's first mentionel legal p)sitioln woldh1
denyv exempt status for the plaintiff on the theory that
Congress, in passing the predecessors of § 501( c) (3), in-
tended to grant exemptions only to those organization
that could be termed "charitable" under the law of char-
itable trusts. The separate enumeration of other r pu irposes
in the statute, according to defendant, occurred as a result
of the exercise of an abidance of caution on the p art of
Congress. Defendant then turns to the law of charitable
trusts to support its revocation of plaintiff's tax exemption
because such law disall)ws charitable status to o~raniza-
tions whose purposes or policies violate law or clearly de-
clarel federal policy.

The second legal basis for revoking p lainti -s tax ex-
empt status proceeds on the theory that Congress will not
be presumed to have intended conferral of tax benefits to
institutions that operate con trary to clear rly declared fled-
eral policy. See .Tank Truck Rentals c. Cuinissioncr,
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356 U. S. 30, 78 S. Ct. 507, 2 L. Ed. 562 (1958). Thus,
both legal theories, which defendant employs to maintain
its construction of iS 50 1(c) (3), rely on its interpretation
that Congress intended to limit application of the statute
to organizations whose activities comport with clearly de-
fined federal policy.

Conflict with the Establishment Clause lurks within
defendant's construction of the exemption provision be-
cause defendant puts no limit on its application. All re-
ligious organzatins, such as plaintiff, aLre to be denied tax
exemptions unless the IRS has j ud(Iged( the organization's
purposes and practices to 1e in line with expressed fed-
eral policy. Under the government's reading of the stat-
ute, only those religious organizations, whose purposes and
practices are in harmony with those of the federal govern-
ment, will be granted an exemption. To preserve its tax
exemption, a church, or otler religious organizations. such
as plaintiff, would have to make sure it staved in step) with
federal public policy.

The Supreme Court ini Wal dz u. Tax Conmnission of
the City of NetctL' York, 397 U S. 664, 90 5. Ct. 1409, 25
L. Ed. 2(1 697 ( 1970), determined that the granting of
Iroperty tax exemptions equally to all churches did not
run afoul of the Establislhment Clause. Walz considered
the across-the-board granting of exemptions to churches
and did not address the situation presented by the case
at bar where defendant's interpret ta tioni of the statute re-
quires denying exemption to some churches while granting
it to others. The application of the law, in the manner
which defendant construes it, results in the government
favoring those churches that adhere to federal policy,
more specifically, in this case, those churches whose re-
ligious beliefs co no) t forbid interracial marriage.

In Tilton v. Richardson, 403 U. S. 672, 91 S. Ct. 2091,
29 L. Ed. 2(d 790 (1971), 'the Supreme Court reiterated its

A55~ ,
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weill known test for determining if a statute contravenes
the Establishment Clause:

First, does the Act reflect a secular legislative pur-
pose? Second, is the primary effect of the Act to ad-
vance or inhibit religion? Third, does the administra-
tion of the Act foster an excessive government en-
tanglement with religion?

403 U. S. 672, 678, 91 S. Ct. 2091, 2095, 29 L. Ed. 2d
790.

Although the purpose of the government's construction ofQ 501 ( c) (3) may be considered secular in nature in that
it promotes federal public policy, a primary effect is the
inhibition of those religious organizations whose policies
are not coordinated with declared national policy andi the
advancement of those religious groups that are in tune
with federal public policy. Instead of all religious or-
ganizations being on the same footing as was the case in
Walz, the government's construction of the section would
saddle the burden of taxation only on those religious or-
ganizations whose procedures conflict with federal public
policy. One form of the oppression of religion by govern-
ment is the taxation of it. Committee for Public Educa-
tion 'u. Nyiquist, 413 U. S. 756, 793, 93 S. Ct. 2955, 37
L. Ed. 2d 948 (1973).

In Nyquist, the Court struck down a New York tax
statute designed to assist parents who sent their children
to parochial schools for having the effect of advancing
religion. In so doing the Court commented as follows:

Special tax benefits, however, cannot be squared with
the principle of neutrality established lby the decisions
of this Court.

413 U. S. 756, 793, 93 S. Ct. 2955, 1975, 37 L. Ed. 2d
948.

_ i
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The construction of 501(c) (3) argued by the govern-
ment would do away with the general grant of tax ex-
emptions to all religious organizations, which was found in
Walz to constitute an act of benevolent neutrality, and, in
effect, transfors the statute into a law that provides a
special tax benefit, because favorable tax status will be
accorded only to some, not all, religious organizations.
Since only selected religious institutions would receive
exemption under defendant's interpretation of the law, tax
exemption provided by the section no longer manifests
neutrality towards all religions but, rather, favors some
over others. The effect is to strengthen those religious
organizations whose religious practices do not conflict with
federal public policy and to discriminate against those re-
ligious groups whose convictions violate these secular
principles. The unavoidable effect is the law's tending
toward the establishment of the approved religions.

Regarding the element of entanglement, defendant,
through its interpretation of § 501 (c) (3), seeks the ap-
proval of this Court to indulge in the extensive entangle-
ment which, the Wal~ Court decided, is avoided by across-
the-board exemptionzs to religious organizations. Under
defendant's theory, the government wvoull be required to
monitor continually the practices of all religious organi-
zations to determine their entitlement to exemption. Tfhis
Court, however, need not further speculate as to whether
defendant's interpretation of the statute results in an un-
lawful entanglement between government and reli gion,
since it has already concluded that implementation of de-
fendant's construction of the section would have the im-
pernissible effect of (liscrimiating between religions.
Committee for Public Education i N quist, 413 U. S.
756, 794, 93 S. Ct. 2955, 37 L. Ed. 2 d 948.

The decisions relied upon by defendant to support its
reading of { 501(c) (3) fail to consider defendant's inter-
pretation of the statute as applied to religious organizations
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and how such interpretation could be sustained under the
Establishment Clause. Grcnui v. Connally, 330 F. Supp.
1150 (D. D. C. 1971) (three judge court), aff'c per curiam
sub nomn. Coit r. Green, 404 U. S. 997, 92 S. Ct. 564, 30
L. Ed. 2d 550 (197 .); 4' Goldsboro Christicn Schools, Inc.
v. United Statces, 4:36 F. Supp. 1314 (E. D. N. C. 1977).
The statute, when applied as it is written, engages the
government in a constitutionally approve ed act of neutrality,
preserving a healthy separation of church and state. On
the other hand, defendant's construction of the statute, by
supplying an economic advantage to those religions which
conform to federal public p)olIcy, leads, in many respects,
to an identity between church and state.

DEFENDANTS INTEnPRETATION oF § 501 (c) (3) IN RELATION

TO TIE PowERl DELEGATED IT 3Y CONGRESS.

4. Defendant acknowledges that the limitation which
it has attached to the { 501 ( c )(3 , that an organization
qualifying under one or more of the listed exempt purposes
may be denied exemption if its practices violate public
policy, has n) support in the language of the section. The
construction which the IRS has placed on { 501(c) (3)
troubles this Court. The sole legal basiss for defendant's
revocation of plaintiff's tax exempt status and its promul-
gation of Revenue Rulings and Procedures 71-447, 72-54,
75-50, and 75-231, is defendant's construction of § 501
(c) (3) . This Court concludes that defendant's interpre-
tation cannot 1)e sustained and that this deficiency estab-
lishes an aditional ground for ruling in favor of plaintiff.

4. Du)tring the course of te ItiLgation of Green, the defendant
adopted pidutiffs position, and, tius. the decision was not the out-
c(om[e of ai true adversarial contest. Th Supreme Court has noted
that its affiimance in Green., for this reason, lacks the prectdenfltial
weight of a case involving a truly adversary controversy. Bob
Jlnes UniCerst[ .s Sir ' , 41( t' 5. 725. 740, ni. 11. 94 S. Ct. 20:38,
40 L. Ed. 2d 496.

I - ., - .
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The enumeration of exempt purposes in { 501 ( c) (3)
is plain and unambigutous- religious, charital)ie, scientific,
testing for public safety, literary, or educational purposes,
. . LDTe corresponding regulationS speak lwitfl equai
clarity and state, in part, as follows:

( d) Exempt Purposc.-( 1) In general. ( i) An
organization may be exempt as an organization de-
scribed in section 501( c 3) if it is organized and
operated exclusively for one or more of the following
purposes:

(c) Religious.

(b) Charitable,

(c) Scientific,

( d) Testing for public safety,

(e) Literary,

(f) Edlucational, o

g) Prevention of crellIty to children or animals.

(iii) Sin1ce each of the purposes specified in sub-
division (i) of this subl)paragraph is an exempt purpose
in itself, an organization may b~e exempt if it is organ-
ized and operated exchisively for any one or Imore of
such purposes. 26 C. F. R. { 1.501 ( c) (3 )-1 { d) (1),
(2).

Both the statute and1 the related regulation sep arately
enumerate the various exempt purposes as being independ-
ent and sustaining. This Court must sustain the regulation
)ecauSe it is neither unreasonable nor plainly inconsistent

with the revenue statute. IDeTrcu ilc r. United States , 445
F. 2d 1306, 1311 (4th Cir. 1971).
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The interpretation of the section invoked by defendant
to revoke plaintiff's exempt status acts to place a limitation
or condition on the section's express terms. Plaintiff reli-
gious organization is organized and operated exclusively
for religious and educational purposes, yet defendant
denies it exempt status. The device that defendant utilizes
to place a condition on the unqualified language of the
statute is the legal principle that taxing statutes are con-
strued to give effect to legislative intent. Applying this
rule of construction to the present case, defendant reaches
the conclusion that the intent of Congress was not t grant
exempt status to those organizations, otherwise qualifying,
whose policies violate federal public policy.

The Courts, which have interpreted § 501 ( c) (3) as
restricted to those organizations in accord with federal
policy, base their rationale on the judicial precept that
congressional intent in providing tax deductions and ex-
emptions is not construed to be applicable to activities
that are illegal or contrary to public police. Green c.
Con nally/, 330 F. Supp. 1150, 1161 (D. D. C. 1971), Golds-
boro Christian Schools, Inc. v. United States, 436 F. Supp.
1314, 1318 (E. D. N. C. 1977). In so construing the
statute, these Courts refused to premise their conclusion
upon defendant s alternate theory in support of its position,
nentioned1 earlier, that Congress, in setting forth the vari-
ous exempt purposes, intendedl to require qualification
under the law of charitable trusts. With all due deference
to the Courts in Green and Goldsboro, this Court believes
that these decisions did(1 not fully consider the nature of the
limitation they engrafted on the statute.

In deciding that tax exemptions were not intended to
be granted to organization; which violate public policy,
1)oth the Court in Green and in Goldsboro rely on the
Supreme Court's opinion in Tank Truck Rentals v. Corm-
mnissioner, 356 UI. S. 30, 78 S. Ct. 507, 2 L. Ed. 2d 562

. .. ,
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(1958). The Tank Truck decision involved public policy
as the basis for denyin g deduction of specific expenses; it
did not concern public policy as the basis for denying the
complete exemption of an organization due to a select
practice of it. The defendant has failed to bring to this
Court's attention any judicial decisions, other than Green
and Goldsboro where this public policy rationale has been
used to deny exemptions.f Nevertheless, the Tank Truck
decision is instructive in the present case.

In Tank Truck, the taxpayer sought to deduct, as a
business expense. amounts paidl in fines occurring in the
course of its business for violations of a state penal statute.
After findir g that allowing this deduction woull encourage
violations 'of state law, the Supreme Court defined the
scoipe of the public policy limitation as follows:

This is not to say that the rule as to frustration of
sharply defined national or state policies is to be
viewed or applied in any absolute sense. "It has necr
been thought . . . thlt the mere fact that an expendi-
ture hears a remote relction to an illegal (cet makes it
non-deductible. Coilhi.ssioner r. Heininger, supra
(32) U. S. 467 at 474 [64 S. Ct. 249. at page 253, 88
L. Ed. 171]). Although each case must turn on its
own facts, jerrij Rossan Corp. . C'onun uiissioner
(CA2) 175 F. 2d 711, 71:3, the test of rnoleductibilit/
alrairs ine the screritri and imieirdiaci/ of the frustra-
tion res'ulting from allowcnce of the dcdction. The
flexibility of such a stalard is necessary if we are to
accommodate both the cong1r'essioIal intent to tax only
net income, ald the presumIption against congressional I

5. ( ni'rsal .iI C;hurch. 1 '. c. fni'te1 S 1taes, 372 F. Supp.
77 (l;. E). ( C. 1974). 'cited by defendant did not elpreissl adopt
defendn It's initerpretation of { I 1 5 o 3) but: instead, de ided1 that,
('een iulder defendaniit's ilterpr(etation. plaintiff qualific'd for tax
exCipt status,

. , : .. _
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intent to encourage violation of declared public policy.
[Emphasis Added]. 356 U. S. 30, 35, 78 S. Ct, 507,
510, 2 L. Ed. 2d 562.

Thus, assuming that permitting a deduction closely com-
pares to granting an eemption as the defendant argues,
the Court must analyze the facts of this case to determine
if conferral of exempt status to plaintiff severely and im-
mediately frustrates national policy.

A comparison of the facts of this case with the criterion
established by the Supreme Court for invoking the public
policy exception innnediately' reveals an absence of the
close relationship required to exist between the tax benefit
and the frustration of federal policy. In Tank Truck, the
Supreme Court found that allowing deduction of fines for
illegal acts would frustrate a state policy in severe and
direct fashion by recuc;ng the "'sting" of the penalty and
encouraging violations. To the contrary, permitting tax
exempt status to plaintiff does not so act as to encourage
plaintiff to liscrimnate on the basis of race. Plaintiff's
racial views result from sincerely held religious beliefs,
Regardless of plaintiff's tax status, its religious beliefs re-
main inmutable. The relationship between plaintiff's ex-
emption and a national public policy against discrimination
is simply too remote. In instances where a deduction has
been denied on the ground of this public policy limitation,
the relationship between the questioned expense andi the
applicable policy has been sufficiently close that allowance
of the deduction lirectlv ad i a significant manner frus-
trates the clearly defined policy such as where the expendi-
ture itself is illegal or is paid as a penalty for an unlawful
act, Tank Truck Rentals r. Coniunis.sioner, 356 U. S. 30,
35 36, 78 S. Ct. 507, 2 L Ed. 2d 562. See also, Annot. 27
A. L.. .]2d 498 (1953). The mere fact that a taxpayer,
who receives a tax benefit, has i)lated public policy does
not, by itself, require a denial of the tax benefit.

...,_.. , _ . L... . .:... .. ,....:
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Thus, the jud(icially created publicc policy" limitation
is much restricted 4and rnot applicable to situations, such
as the case at bar, where the relationship between the tax
benefit and the proscribed conduct is tenuo~us. The nature
of this relationship is crucial to the application of the doc-
inne but was not examlined1 by the C~ourt in Green or

Goldsboro.i The def endant ignores this required nexus
inadvocating~ a cons truction of § 501 ( c )(3) that any or-
ganization, seeking exemption, whether its purpose be re-
ligious, educational or otherwise, nmst comp nort with clearly
dlefinedl federal policy. Defenudanmt requires no relationship
between tihe unlawful conduct aud the exemption. Ac-
cording to defendlant's application of the pubic policy
imitation expressed in Tank Truck, exemupt status would

he denied to any church that someh~iow commliitted a viola-
tion of a federal statute, a recognized expression of deC-

6. The Supremie Courllt eN1presseQd its view that the doctrine
shout ld bec c'onfin ed rather than expand(ed1, as the dA(efendant attempts
to d~o, ini npplication ini Comi ionecmr r. Tellier, :353 E. S. 687, 86
S. CL. 118. 16 L Ed. 2d 185 (1966:

But where Cong~ress has beeni whollx 1ent, it is onily in ex-
tremecly Ilmited1 eireustances th1 b ( m ~ t ha elimtenanlced

(e\cept ionsl to th ei ieneal prVii ed ii th Suillivani
IIIy, and I I(inIinger dei Wion' \' ed flednetion of

L I

dne1(.t of the taMpaye cit was e pile polc] .

The pr'es.ent eIase falls fr onii'idr thi2 sh u'ly limiited and care-
fully defiwd category.

:353 U. S. 687, 693-694, 86 S. Ct. IlzS, 11:22 16 L. Eid. 2d 185.

7. The follow.in e ixpt from ltie Gol!d.shoro opinion illustrates
the decision's failure to take in 'olnideration Ihr relationship he-
tween the tax benefit andl the actual f rstr ftionl of a clarly defined
federal policy:

It cannot le ass iued that Con ress intended to confer this
encoulrageme1r) nt however indirecUt, to orgaiz nation .s wVhich ac-
tiely violate declared njatonaml policy. [Emphasis added].
436 F. Supp. 1314, 1318.
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dared federal policy, becausee defendant's theory requires
no showing of any relation between conferral of the ex-
emption and frus tration of the federal police.

The relationship between the tax benefit and the pro-
scribed conduct in the present case is similar to that in
Commissioner Z. Tellic, 383 U. S. 687, 86 S. Ct, 1118. 16
L. Ed. 2d 1 85 (1966 ). In Tellicr the Supreme Court
determined that legal fees incurred hy the taxtaer in the
unsuccessful defense of a criminal prosecution involving
the taxpayer's business (lid not fall within the "public pol-
icy' exception. The taxpayer in Tellicr was exercising
his constitutional right to counsel; plaintiff in the instant
case is exercising its First Amendment right to the free
exercise of religion as manifested by its racial policies.
The taxpayer's exercise of his constitutional ri gh t in Tel-
lier was held not to frustrate any plblic police. Similarly.
in the Present case, in the absence of any showing that
allowances of an exemption to the plaintiff \vill itself act to
dilute severely and directly public policy, thc application
of the "public policy" exception is not warranted.

On a related matter, dlefenldant argues that the cir-
cunstances are more compelling in the present case than
in Tankc Truck for employing the pulic police limitation.
Defendant's contention is that in iank Truck the Court
had to balance public policy considerations against the
competing only net income, white in the p)res;ent case,
defendant asserts, there exists co) cornj)arai)le coui n tervail -
ing consideration with respect to § 501 (c' ) (:31.

This Court disagrees with defendant and detects tlhtt
there does exist a competing consideration ider lvio
$ 5 01(c) (3 ) that must l)e weighed against public policy
limitations. Defendant recognizes in its argument that the
legislative intent behind this section was that exemptions
should be granted to those organizations fored for the
listed purposes, because they provide a reciprocal lene fit

.,r". .. e..-,.-,.,rnw. r.."r.,..-u , ,. :.. :.. ii'iR# TmU t SA i!iak t,.t
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to the public. The desire of Congress not to tax religious
and educational organizations that, presumptively, benefit
society does represent a competing consideration in this
case to counterbalance the presumption against congres-
sional intent to encourage violation of declared public
police As to defendant's theory, that the public aolicyr
exception expressed in Tank T rck supports its interpreta-
tion of f 501(c) (3), the case in dispute must undergo,
and this Court so performed, the same rigorous analysis
required by Supreme Court in Tank Truck for determiningn
the applicability of this limited doctrine.

The Tellier decision not only instructs concernirre the
public policy exception but also makes an important pro-
nouncement involvingr the federal income tax laws in gen-
eral that, in this Cou t's opinion especially pertains to the
case at bar. In defining the scope of the tax law. the Court
decreed the following:_

8. To the course of defendant's argument that there is no corm-
paetinl)g consi(lerat[ion to offset the public policy exception, defendant
suggests that, because it has determined plaintiff racially discrimi-
nat's, plaintiffs does not leecIfit the public and, thus, does not merit
exemption. The Court considers defend:t's logic on this point as
somecwha. of a ]onse(quitur, seemingly stenmning from its confusion
of the terna "public policy md "public l)elCfit'. The two are not
yOn1Omos. Pul)lic policy is many faceted, one facet of which is

that society nmay )ro)vidde relief from taxation to those organizations,
nch as plain tifi religious organization, that are of benefit to the

public. The good resulting to the public from these groups de-
pend(s upon tlhe fulfillment of their purposes. Because one of these
organizations may have, in an area of its operations, engaged in
eoniduict that might not have bleen completely in line with 5me
other aspect of public policy d(oes not automatically mean the
public no longer I en efits from the organization. l)efendaIat seems
to imply that a change in plaintiff's policies to conform to cefed-
ant's gui(elines would transforn the religions org.aniiZatin from
one that (lid not benefit the public into one that did, although the
function and purposes of plaintiff remain unchanged throughout.
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W e start with the proposition that the federal income
tax is a tax on net income, not a sanction against
wrongdoing. That principle has been firmly im-
bedded in the tax statute from the beginning. One
familiar facet of the principle is the truism that the
statute does Iot concern itself wvith the lawfulness of
the income that it taxes.

383 UT S. 3 87, 691., 86 S. Ct. 1118, 1120, 16 L. E d. 2d
185.

The deduction and exception provisions of the Code,
where Congress has been whally silent, are to 1)e applied
equally without regard to wlieteicr the taxpaeIr has comn-
ritteCd an illegal act or violated public policy. Only und1(1er
very nlted circumstances, later pointed out iIn the cllic'
opinion, where there exists a direct correlation between
allowaree of the tax benefit and direct, actual Irustration,
or encouragemen t of such frustration, of a clearly defined
governmental policy, will public policy preclu b(10 l)estow-
ing the tax benefit.

The Court reads the above quote fron Tellier as the
Supreme Court's admionishmnt of defend ant not to use
the tax laws as a means of enforcing other laws and public
policies if the revenue statute makes n) mention of such
conduct or if there does not exist a tight nexus between
the tax benefit and the alleged unlawful conduct. 'The
defendant's blanket p olicy announcements in Revenue
Rulings and Procedures 71-447, 72-54, 75-50, and 75-231,
that it will deny tax exempt status to organizations which
racially discriminate, but otherwise qu ialify under § 501
(c ) (3 ), constitute a use by the IRS of the federal tax law
as a sanction for what it considers a wo1'n(oing4, or its
idea of proper social conduct of persoIs of different races,
uses of the Code prohibited 1y the Supreme Court. The
underlying purpose of these Revenue Ruings an d Pro-
cedures is so clear as not to require scrutiny of the taxpayer

A66
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on a case by case basis to determine the relationship be-
tween permission of the exemption and its role in severely
and immediately frustrating public policy, as is required by
the Supreme Court to trigger the public policy exception.

In these administrative pronouncements the IRS, in
effect, announced that it will implement § 501( c) (3) on
the basis of whether the taxpayer has abided by federal
law or public policy. The section is to become the IRS's
mechanism for disciple ing wrongdoers or promoting social
change. The Supreme Court ruled in Tcllier that use of
the tax laws for the former purpose is improper and it fol-
lows that the same rule would apply to the latter. In addi-
tion, the Court is concerned with the many dangers in-
herent in defendant's interpretation that exemptions nay
be revoked for violations of federal public policy. Federal
public policy is constantly changing. When can something
be said to become federal public policy? Who decides?
With a change of federal public policy, the law would
change wvi thouit co) gressic)nal action--a dilenuna of consti-
tutional proportions. Citizens could no longer rely on the
law of § 501 (c) (3) as it is written, but would then rely on
the IRS to tell them what it had decided the law to be for
that particular day. Our laws wvouild change at the whim
of some nonelected IRS personnel, producing bureaucratic
tyranny.

This Court> has brought to light the legal and acimin-
istrative p problem p)resentcl lby lefendlants construction
off § 501 (c) (3) because the Court finds this construction
is not supported by any theory defendant advances to
show that legislative intent warrants its interpretation.
The Court has already, at length, ccanunCted on why the
judicially createdl presmnp ion a gain st congressional in-
tent to encourage violatio)ns of federal policy does not
apply to the present ease. The Court also rejects defend-
ant s other basis for its (onstruction of the section -that

~_ ... ,.... ,,.-.;q r . , _ Maii7l.l y. C,41 -:=rcac; l " i'-'::FF'7P;SmLK.:::. 1. n n ,_: .
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the original legislative history behind the section indicates
that Congress, although it separately stated the several
exempt purposes, intended only to exempt those organiza-
tions which could qualify as charitable under the common
law.

Congress' individual listing of exempt purposes within
§ 5 0 1(c) (3) strongly suggests that it intended to make
each of the enumerated purposes an exempt purpose in
itself. Defendant, without reference to the actual legis-
lative history in support of its contention asks this Court to
rule that the separate enumeration of "religious" and "edu-
cational" is superfluous and redun(ldant because the term
"charitable" includes the former two terms. Absent any'
specific legislative history sustaining defendant's conten-
tion, the Court will not indulge in such a construction of
the section. It is not " 'permissible to construe a statute on
the basis of a mere surmise as to what the Legislature in-
tended and to assume that it was only by inadvertence
that it failed to state something other than what it plainly
stated'." United States t. Deluxe Cleaners and Lau ndr 1 ,,Inc., 511 F. 2c 926, 929 (4th Cir. 1975). Moreover, it a
statute admits a reasonalble construction which gives effect
to all its provisions, this Court may not adopt a strained
reading which renders one part a mere redundancy.
Jarecki v. G. I. Searle & Co., 367 U. S. 303. 307-308, 81
S. Ct. 1579, 6 L. Ed. 2d 859 (1961).

Defendant fails to bring forth any legislation e history
that would compel this Court to depart from these cardinal
rules of statutory construction. Those cases, which de-
fendant cited in support of its interpretation, referred to
the common lawx to construe the term "charitable", as used
in the Act, and lid not rule that Congress intended that
organizations, qualifying for the other listed exempt pur-
poses, must also qualify as being charitable under the
common law. Pennsylvtania Co. for Insurance on Lives,
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Etc. v. Helvering, 62 App. D. C. 254, 66 F. 2d 284 (1933);
Girard Trust Co. v. Commissioner, 122 F. 2d 108 (3rd Cir.
1941). These decisions approved reference to the law of
charitable trusts to construe a word, "charitable", within
the statute, not to construe the entire section as defendant
now seeks. This Court finds no indication that Congress
intended to exempt only those organizations that are
"charitable". In light of the plain, unambiguous language
of { 501 (c) (3) this Court must give effect to those exempt
purposes specified besides "charitable" and rule that organ-
izations seeking exemption for such purposes need not also
qualify as being "charitable"."

9. The meager amount of legislative history which this Court
has been -able to undercover concerning the original predecessor of
f 501(c) (3) does not suggest that "religious" and "educational"
were intended to bse synonymous with "charitable". During the
House lelate in 1913 on the Bill that became the first modern in-
come tax law, an amendment was offered to add "scientific" and
"benevolent" to the list of types of corporations exempted under
the Bill, which already exempted religious, charitable, or educa-
tional corporations. Rep. Ihull, in speaking for the Bill, opposed
the amendment by stating:

Of course any kind of society or corporation that is not doing
business for profit and not acquiring profit would not come
within the rmeaning of the taxing clause of paragraph G. So I
S(' no occasions whatever for undertaking to particularize. be-
cause we could find innuleral)e kinds of these charitable or
(e(Iucational or other organizations called by di flfereIt names,
and there would be no end to it.

30 Cong. Ic. 1306

"Charitable" and educational° are spoken of as different types
of nonprofit orizga:iurations c'ovewrd )y the 'xe'mriptin clause; the
terms are usel in an exclusive, not iclusive sense. It cannot be
c('oncludedI from this passage that exempt status under the clause
was to be lniited only to corporations meeting the definition of
"charitable' under the law of charitable trusts,

[Subsequpien tlyv, the Senate anmencled the Act so that in its final
form it did include "scienmtfi&'e '30 Cong. Rcec. 3856. :38 Stat. 172]

numannunummuun

. _ ._ ,
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Since both of defendant's alternate theories regarding
legislative intent fail to support restricting § 501 (c) (3)
exempt status to organizations whose practices are in uni-
son with federal public policy, defendant's construction of
the law is unfounded. Furthermore, the statute contains
no language creating the limitation contended by defend-
ant. Although plaintiff satisfies the written requirements
of § 501(c) (3) defendant has revoked its exemption.
Thus, the IRS in this case and in its policy pronounce-
ments, as exemplified by Rev. Rul. 71-447, has enacted in
substance and effect a change in the lawv.

In enforcing a construction -of the statute which is un-
warranted by its legislative history or express terms, the
IRS has overstepped its authority and usurped that of
Congress. In Manhacttn General E equipment Co. v. Com-
missioner, 297 U. S. 129, 56 S. Ct. 397, 80 L. Ed. 528
(1935), the Supreme Court clearly celinieated the bounds
of an agency's power:

The power of an administrative officer or board to
administer a federal statute and to prescribe rules and
regulations to that end is not the power to make law-
for no such power can be delegated by Congress-but
the power to adopt regulations to carry into effect the
will of Congress as expressed by the statute. A regu-
lation which does not (1o this, b)ut operates to create a
rule out of harmony with the statute, is a mere nullity.

297 U. S. 129, 134, 56 S. Ct. 397, 400, 80 L. E d. 528.

"This reasoning applies with even greater force to the
Commissioner s rulin gs and acqii escenccs." Dixon U.
United States, 387 U. S. 68, 75, 85 S. Ct. 1:301, 1:305, 14
L. Ed. 2d 223 (1965). By altering the law in the present
case, the IRS has attempted to exercise a ipowCe that is
reserved only to Congress. The rulings and procedures
which the IRS has used to change the law are a nullity.

...._.,,...rmn., ,.,... ~_,..... r..,:es ny+ai:? e e"s e'- kh i*> " :
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The revocation by the IRS of plaintiff's tax exempt status
under its misinterpretation of f 501 ( c) (3) is unlawful and
unconstitutional.

It is the province of Congress, not the IRS, to make
the federal tax laws. The law that Congress has passed
in this instance is clear and unambiguous and this Court
vill give it effect. Should Congress desire to change the

law, it may so do in keeping with the Constitution. This
Court cannot, and will not, approve changes in the law
by an administrative agency that completely bypass the
legislative process.

CONCLUSION

5. Having determined that revocation of plaintiff's
tax exempt status by defendant was improper under de-
fendlant's own rulings and procedures, violated plaintiff's
First Amendment rights, and resulted from the Treasury's
exceeding those powers delegated to it, the Court determ-
ines that it is unnecessary to examine further claims made
by plaintiff. For the foregoing reasons, the Court con-
cludes plaintiff was entitled to exemption for the calendar
year of 1975 under { 501 (c) (3) and is, therefore, entitled,
pursuant to § 3306 ( c) (8) of the Act, to judgment against
defendant for the amount of $21,00 representing a refund

of the F. U. T. A. tax previously paid.

AND IT IS SO ORDERED.

I

,~ . .a,,,y n.er .. r:%l +°' ce!e'ltmv'.1?++5' 'M°Jf' _:;. .K rt. .., ..... ... ,... _ .: _ I
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APPENDIX D

Opinion of the United States District Court for the
District of South Carolina Grecnville Division

IN THE

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA

GREENVILLE DIVISION

Civil Action No. 79-163

Bob Jones University,
Plainti,

v.

'. Michael Blumenthal, Secretary of the Treasury, and
Jerome Kurtz, Commissioner of Internal Revenue,

Defendant.

This matter is before the Court on plaintiff's motion
for preliminary relief and on defendants' motion to dismiss.
The Court heard these motions on April 16, 1979.

Plaintiff brings the instant action to effectuate the
decision of this Court in Bob Jlones University v. United
States of America, Civil Action No. 76-775, [Bob Jones II],
in which, by Orders dated December 26, 1978, and Janu-
ary 11, 1979, the Court determined plaintiff was a religious
organization exempt from taxation under 26 U. S. C. § 501
(c) (3). The earlier suit, now on appeal by the United
States to the U. S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit,
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was a refund action by plaintiff and resulted in a deter-

mination in plaintiff's favor both on it's claim and the

government's counterclaim. lDespite this Court's ruling in

Bob Jones II, the Internal Revenue Service of the Depart-

ment of the Treasury has failed to reinstate plaintiff as an

organization exempt from taxation in its "Bulletin", its

"Curnmulative List of Organizations" (Publication 78), or

by issuance of a "IRuzlin~g ILetter", thus refusing to give any

practical effect to the judIicial determination of plaintiff's

status. By wax' of the present action, plaintiff seeks a

mandatory injunction, in the nature of mandamus, com-

pelling defendants to make die above restoration and pub-

lication of its exemption from taxation and enjoining de-

fendants, from issuing, in the future, these publications

unless the plaintiff is listed as an exempt organization.

Plaintiff's present motion seeks preliminary injunctive

relief.
Defendants move this Court, pursuant to Rule 12(b)

of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, to dismiss the

action for lack of subject matter jurisdiction and failure

to state a claim upon which relief can be granted. The

basis of defendants' motion is that the present action is

barred under the Anti-Injunction Act of the Internal

Revenue Code of 1954, 26 U. S. C. } 7421, and the De-

claratory Judgment Act, 28 U. S. C. $$ 2201, 2202. De-

fendants further contend that the doctrine of sovereign

immunity precludes the relief sought by plaintiff.

Be cause of the Supreme Court's repeated strict con-

struction of 26 U. S. C. { 7421, as illustrated by its opinion

in plaintiff's first attempt to secure judicial review in Bob

Jones Uniucrsityt v. Simon, 416 U. S. 725 (1974) [Bob

Jones I], this Court conceives the application of this statute

to be the major question presented by both motions. More-

over, the Fourth Circuit has held the federal tax exception

to the Declaratory Judgment Act is co-extensive with the
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Anti-Injunction Act, Jules Hairstylists of Maryland, Inc. v.
United States, 268 F. Supp. 511, 515 (D. Md. 1967), aff'd
389 F. 2d 389 (4th Cir. 1968), cert. denied, 391 U. S. 934
(1968). As a result of this interpretation, a decision as to
whether plaintiffs suit is barred by 26 U. S. C. Q 7421 will
also determine whether such action can be maintained
under 28 U. S. C. {§ 2201, 2202.

The defendants argue that, for purposes of f 74 2 1(a)
the posture of the present case is essentially indistinguish-
able from Bob Jones I. Defendants contend that the in-
stant action to compel the restoration of plaintiff's
exemption and advance assurance of deductibility of con-
tributions is a suit for the "purpose of restraining the
assessment or collection" of a tax, and, as such, is squarely
barred under Bob Jones I. The Court, however, disagrees
with this characterization of the p resent suit and concludes
the Supreme Court in Bob Jones I left the issue of injunc-
tive relief in a refundl action, an open question.

The case now before the Court differs substantially
from that before the Supreme Court in Bob Jones I. Simply
stated, that decision involved a pre-enforcement action by
plaintiff for injunctive relief to enjoin the defendants from
revoking plaintiff's tax exempt status. After deciding that
plaintiff s suit wx as precluded under § 74 2 1(a), the Supreme
Court in Bob Jones I suggested a means whereby plaintiff
could properly secure judicial review. Plaintiff followed

1. The section provides the following:
S7421. Prohibition of suits to restrain asessement or collection

(a) Tax.-Except as provided in sections 6 2 12(a) and(e), 6 213(a). and 7 4 2 6 (a) and (1b) and 7429(b), no suit forthe p) purpose of restraining the assessment or collection of any
tax shall be maintained in any court by any person, whether
or not such person is the person against whom such tax was
assessed.

2. 416 U. S. 725, 746,

. .r_,:. ,, . rt__ ... : ,. ..,a..::. ,e_.
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this directive in Bob Jones II, by instituting a suit for

refund. This Court then made the requisite findings of

fact and conclusions of law, embodied in its Order dated

December 26, 1978. Thus, unlike Bob Jones I, the case at

bar does not involve a pre-enforcement action for injunc-

tive relief, since the question of plaintiffs exemption from

taxation has been properly adjudicated and determined.

By way of footnote in Bob Jones, 1, the Supreme

Court expressly stated that its decision was not disposi-

tive of the question of whether t 7421( a ) bars the present

suit:

22. Petitioner (lid not brillg this case as a refund

action. Accordingly, we have nio occasion to decide

whether the Service is correct in asserting that a

district court may not issue an injunction in such a

suit, but is restricted in any tax case to the issuance

of money judgments against the United States . .

For example, it may be possible to conclude that a

suit for a refund is not "for the purpose of restraining

the assessment or collection of any tax . . . ," and

thus that neither the literal terms nor the principal

purpose of § 7421(a) is applicable. Moreover, such

a suit obviously does not clash with what the Court

referred to in Williams Packing, supra, as a collateral

objective of the Act-protection of the collector from

litigation, pending a suit for refund." :370 U. S. at

7-8, 8 L. Ed. Ed. 2d 292. And there would be a seri-

ous question about the reasonableness of a system

that forced a § 501( c ) (3) organization to bring a

series of backward-looking refund suits in order to

establish repeatedly the legality of its claims to tax-

exempt status and that precluded such an organiza-

tion from obtaining prospective relief even though it

utilized an avenue of review mandated by Congress
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. .. .But our decision today that 5 7421(a) bars pre-
forcement injunctive suits by organizations claiming
5 501(c)(3) status unless s the standards of Williams
Packing are met should not be interpreted as deciding
whether injunctive relief is possible in a ref undi suit
in a district court. 416 UT. S. 725, 748, n. 22 [Em-
phasis added].

Defendants interpret the above connnent to prohibit in-
junctive relief until a "final decision in a refund suit". De-
fendants' Memorandum in Support of their Motion to
Dismiss, p. 11. By the term "final'', defendants mean the
conclusion of the appellate process.

Defendants' construction of footnote 22 has no founda-
tion therein. The Supreme Court twice makes reference
to the jurisdiction of a "district court". In discussing the
possibility of' injunctive relief for the taxpayer, the Su-
preme Court necessarily was considering the situation
where a taxpayer prevailed in a refund action in district
court. The Supreme Court was equally aware that the
government could appeal such an adverse determination,
yet it does not qualify the possibility of injunctive relief
as turning on the outcome of an appeal. Rather, footnote
22 unequivocally focuses on the power of a district court
and leaves unanswered the question now confronting this
Court.

The defendants cite Marvel v. United States, 548 F.
2d 295 (10th Cir. 1977) in support of their position that
§ 7421( a) precludes the instant action. In Marvel, the
plaintiffs sought to enjoin the IRS from levying on their
assets during the pendency of their suit for refund. The
Tenth Circuit found the relief sought was barred by
{ 7421(a). Marvel, however, did not decide the pro-
priety of such relief after a judicial determination in favor
of the taxpayer in the district court in a refund action-
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the present case. The Tenth Circuit in Mlarrcel, while fail-
ing to decide it, recognized the issue in the instant action
in the following:

A more complete reading of these cases [BjIob Jones I
and "Americans Unitcd", the companion case of 3ob
Jones I] indicates the Supreme Court was cocerned
with the range of remedies available after a final le-
termination had been reached in a ref undl suit, i2Z.,
whether a district court could enjoin tlhe IRS from
withdrawing an organization's 501 (c ) ( 3) status
after the legality of the organization's claim to such
status had been judicially determined. 548 F. 2d 295,
299 [Emphasis in original ].

The Tenth Circuit similarly frames the question as one
involving the district court. Furthermore, the Court in
Ma rvel speaks of the outcome of a refund suit in district
court in terms of being a "final determination" and makes
no requirement of completion of the appellate process.

Whether this Court's decision in Bob Jones II may be
considered as "final" is not detenninative of whether the
presellt action is I)recluded by the construction of 7421
(a) by the Supreme Court in Bob Jones I andl by the
Tenth Circuit in a1rel.w: What is controlling is that
these two courts classify the open question as one involv-
ing the power of the district court after its determination
of a plaintiff's $ 501 (c) (3) status in a refund action. Hav-
ing concluded that existing decisions leave unresolved
whether the present suit is larred under § 7421(a), the
Court determines that permission of the action would not
conflict with the enunciated purposes of the Anti-Injunc-
tion Act and accord with basic equitable considerations.

3. For the purpose of appeal, it is certainly characterized as
final. 28 U. S. S. 1291.

A.77
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In Bob Jones I, the Supreme Court summarized the
purpose of the Anti-Injunction Act as follows:

The Court has interpreted the principal purpose
of this language to be the protection of the Govern-
ment's need to assess and collect taxes as expeditiously
as possible with a minimum of preen force ment judi-
cial interference, "and to require that the legal right
to the dispuitecl sums be determined in suit for a re-
fund." Enochs v. Williams Iacking & Navigation Co.,
supra at 7, 8 L. Ed. 2d 292. See also, e.g., State Rail-
road Tax Cases, 92 US 575, 613-614, 23 L. Ed. 663
(1876). Cf. Cheatham v. United States, 92 US 85,
88-89, 23 L. Ed. 561 (1876). The Court has also
identified "a collateral objective of the Act-protec-
tion of the collector from litigation pending a suit for
refund ." Williams Packing, supra., at 7-8, 8 L. Ed.
2d 292, 82 S. Ct. 1125.

416 U. S. 725, 736-737 [Emphasis added.]

Approving injunctive relief in the present case does not
transgress the above purposes since their primary concern
is to avoid judicial intervention pre-enforcement and prior
to a suit for refund. Plaintiff has had the tax assessed
against it, paid a refund on a part thereof, and vindicated
its legal right to tax exempt status in a subsequent suit for
refund. The case at bar substantially differs from Bob
Jones I which involved plaintiff's premature, untenable
attempt to attain judicial review. Maintenance of the
instant action does not violate the principal purposes of
Q 7421(a).

Regardless of this determination that Bob Jones I
does not preclude the present action, the Court finds the
circumstances have evolved, since that earlier action, to
the state that plaintiff now satisfies the one judicially
established exception to § 7 4 2 1(a). In this earlier suit,

,. . .. ... .-y........_...: .
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the Supreme Court spelled out the following necessary
elements to circumvent the Act under the exception:

Only upon proof of the presence of two factors could
the literal tears of { 7421 ( a ) le avoided d: first, ir-
reparable injury, the essential prerequisite for injunc-
tive relief in any case: and second, certainty of success
on the merits. Id., at 6-7, 8 L. Ed. 2d 292. An in-
junction could issue only "if it is clear that under no
circumstances could the Government ultimately pre-
vail. . ." Id., at 7, 8 L. Ed. 2d 292. And this de-
termination would be made on the basis of the infor-
mation available to the Government at the time of
the suit. "Only if it is then apparent that, under the
most liberal view of the law and the facts. the United
States cannot establish its claim, may' the suit for an
injunction be maintained." Ibid.

416 U. S. 725, 737.

In Bob Jones I, the Supreme Court was not as much
concerned with plaintiff's ability to show irreparable harm
as with its inability to satisfy the second requirement.
The Supreme Court expressed concern over the "especially
harsh regime" imposed on $ 501 ( c) (3) organizations
threatened with the lass of their favorable tax status, but
noted the matter as one Congress must decide. 416 LT. S.
725, 749-750. Since that decision, plaintiff has had its
§ SO1(c 1(3) status revoked and, undeniably, suffers severe
injury, even after this Court's ruling in Bob Jones II, be-
cause defendants have failed to reinstate its exemption or
provide advance assurance of deductibility to contributors.

Plaintiff's fatal deficiency in Bob Jones I with respect
to the Williams Packing standard, set out above, rested in
the Supreme Court's assessement of plaintiff's certainty of
success on the merits. '3Vithout deciding the merits, we
think that petitioner's [plaintiff's] First Amendment, due
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process, and equal protection contentions are sufficiently
debatable to foreclose any notion that 'under no circum-
stances cOuld the Government ultimately prevail. . "
416 U. S. 725, 748-749. Having reviewed the evidence
presented and the legal arguments acv'ancel )y both sides,
and promulgated findings of fact and conclusions of law in
accordance therewith, in Bob Jn)sC II, this Court deter-
mines that "under no circumstances" can the government
ultimately prevail, under present tax laws, in its attempt
to deny plaintiff § 501(c) (,3) standing.

As a reading of the Order of this Court, datedi Dec'mii-
ber 26, 1978, in Bob Jones II reveals, the reasons for the
entry of judgment on plaintiffs behalf in its refund action
were numerous and substantial. In view of evidence that
was before this Court at that time and not considered by
the Supreme Court in Bob Jones I, this Court found as a
fact that plaintiff is; a religious organization. The proof
offered in Bob Jones II fully substantiated this finding
which can be overturned only if it is "clearly erroneous".
Furthermore, application of law to the facts adduced at
trial and in discovery provided two additional legal bases
for plaintiff's prevailing in its refund action: the govern-
ment's interpretation of § 501( c) (3) as regards plaintiff
both transgressed the First Amendment and exceeded the
authority granted it by Congress. Each of these just dis-
cussed determinations by the Court in Bob Jones II consti-
tutes an independent basis for plaintiff's success on the
merits. Although this Court can not he expected to meas-
ure the legal sufficiency of the parties' positions any dif-
ferently than it did in its Order of December 26, 1978,
and, so, is in an awkward position with resIect to review-
ing its owx'n Order for purposes of the Williams Packing
standard, the Court's singular familiarity with the facts
convinces it that "unler no circumstances' can the govern-
ment prevail.

. .
:1., - ,-..
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In sum, § 7421( a) provides no bar to plaintiff's present
action. Plaintiff comes under the sole recognized exception
to the Act, and the application of the Act to plaintiffs, who
are successful in a refund action in district court, has vet
to be decided. As to the latter question of the effect of

{ 7421, the Court decides that the compelling hardship
borne by plaintiff warrants the issuance of injunctive
remedies to effectuate this Court's Order in plaintiff's re-
fund suit, Bob Jones I.

As the Fourth Circuit has pointed out, the first step
for the district court, in colsidIering an ap)licati)n for an
interlocutory injunction, is "to balance the 'likelihood' of
harm to the defendant." Bcicelder Furniture Co. of

Statesville Inc. v. Seilig Manufacturing Co., Inc., 550 F.
2d 189, 195 (4th Cir. 1977). Absent advance assurance of

deductibility, the flow of donations to plaintiff has been
seriously impaired. Not only have donations from indi-
viduals been impeded, but various non-profit foundations

are prohibited from making or matching gifts to plaintiff

until its tax exempt status is formally recognized by the

IRS. In his affidavit in support of plaintiff's motion, Mr.
Roy A. Barton, Jr., Executive Director of Financial Affairs

of plaintiff, attests that he has received numerous inquiries

b)ut has been unable to assure potential donors that con-

tributions to plaintiff are deductible. The har suffered

by plaintiff is great and immediate.
Aside from an inconsequential loss of revenue, lef end-

ants argue the harm of permitting injunctive relief in the

present case, more particularly, the precedent that would

be established for similar suits. However, contrary to de-

fencants' contentions, the present action does not, as al-

ready elaborated upon, involve premature judicial inter-

ference in the government's tax system. Consequently,
the likelihood of irreparable harm to plaintiff far outweighs
that to defendant.

N n.:sR.. . -nxx.,t .ac . /' 2F R '3^ ., _ .. . - l L ,, 6r hS? ... t . _.. _ .
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WVith respect to the other conditions for preliminary
relief, not only does the Court discern a probability of suc-
cess on the m merits but has found defendants have no
chance of prevailing. Likewise, public interest favors re-
storing the tax exempt status of an organization, such as

plaintiff, that presumptively benefits the public and has
successfully litigrated its right to that exemption. Pre-
liminary injunctive relief is proper.

The purpose of the issuance of ai interlocutor in-
junction is "to maintain the status quo ante litem .
Blacktcelder, 550 F. 2d 195. Defendants mih t argue con-
tinuance of the present status quo would not entail publi-
cation of plaintiffs exemption from taxation because such
was not being done at the time this suit was institute.
This analysis overlooks the fact that plaintiff has been
precluded, as a matter of law, from preserving the "status

quo" it now seeks. Plaintiff's action in lob Jones I was to
enjoin revocation of its exemption but was legally pre-
cluded by { 7421(a). After the Supreme Court's decision
in Bob joces I, defendants withdrew plaintiff's favorable
status, resulting in the existing "status quo" of nonrecogni-
tion. Plaintiff, thus, was foreclosed from seeking injunctive
relief until after the revocation of its exemptionn, although
it has tirelessly contested defendants' action. The plain-
tiff's purpose in 1oth BoI) Jones I and Bob Jones II was to
achieve a judicial determination of its tax status, the latter

suit being necessitatedI to properly secure judclicial review.
The same fundamental issue has b)een in disputee in these

past two, as well as the present, action. Under these
circumstances, the Court agrees with plaintiff that the

proper framework for deternining a "status quo ante
litem", as far as defendants' position on plaintiff's exempt

status, is the state of affairs that existedI when plaintiff

undertook this unbroken string of litigation in Bob Joncs

I. A weighing of the equitable consilerations involved

_.. _ .. _
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also results in a decision that the proper status quo, for
purposes of the present motion, is that existing prior to
defendants' unlawful revocation.

Defendants' final ground in opposition to plaintiff's
motion and in support of their motion to dismiss is that
the doctrine of sovereign immunity prohibits maintenance ce
of the instant action. The question then becomes whether
the relief sought by plaintiff, characterized by it as being
in the nature of mandamus, violates the principle of sov-
ereign immunity. The answer lies in the peculiar nature
of plaintiff's action.

Although Rule 81(b) of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure abolished the writ of mandamus, 28 U. S. C.
$ 1361 provides that "[t~lhe district courts shall have
original jurisdiction of any action in the nature of manda-
mus to compel an officer or employee of the United States
or any agency thereof to perform a duty owed to the
plaintiff." Plaintiff herein seeks by way of mandatory in-
junction to compel defendants to restore, and to publish
notice of the restoration of, plaintiff's tax exempt status
because such performance is, in accord with this Court's
decision in Bob Jones II, owed the plaintiff. Since plain-
tiff clearly meets the requirements for this special relief,
the Court follows the well reasoned opinion of the Seventh
Circuit in Vishnevsky v. United States, 581 F. 2d 1249
(7th Cir. 1978), that holds, in such instances, an action
does not violate the principles of sovereign immunity.

The necessary elements for the remedy now sought
by plaintiff are: (1) a clear right in the plaintiff to the
relief sought; (2) a clear duty on the part of the defend-
ant to do the act in question; and (3) no other adequate
remedy available. Burnett u. Tolsor, 474 F. cl 877, 880
(4th Cir. 1973). This Court's decision in Bob Jones II
establishes the first two elements, while defendlants re-
fusal to reinstate plaintiff's tax exempt status, although its

. :. _ . v.. _ ... _
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entitlement to the same has been judicially determined in]
a suit at law, manifests the necessity for equitable relief,
the third element.

This Court determine nBob Iones II that defend-
ants' revocation of plaintiffss exemption from taxation
under the IRS's interpretation of § 5 01(c) (3) was unlaw-
ful as w-ell as unconstitutional. Plaintiff was adjudicated
to le an exempt organization unler $ 501(c) ( 3 ). The
tax status of plaintiff is no) longer a matter of discretion or
administrative judgment and its exempt status can not
be actualized until defendantss perform the ministerial acts
presently sought by plaintiff. The failure of defendants to
reinstate plaintiff's § 501 ( c) (3) status is illegal, thus mak-
ing proper the remedy. See Slccth t:. Dairy Product Co.
of Uniontoten, 228 F. 2d 165, 168 (4th Cir. 1955), cert.
denied 351 U. S. 966 (1956).

Under these circumstances, the Court judges the
reasoning of the Court in Vi7shnersky1 , that soveriegn im-
muni.tv does not preclude tle instant action. as persuasive.
In 'Vishncvsly, the Seventh Circuit found, after a compre-
hensive review' of case law, the proposition that sovereign
immunity bars injunctive relief in the nature of mandamus
can not be reconciled with the long line of Supreme Court
cases permitting such actions and the express language of
these opinions, in particular linncsota c. Hitch cock, 185
US. S. 373, 386 (1902). The decision relied upon by de.
fendants to support their position that the present suit can
not be maintained1 w ifhu tn the consent of the sovereign,
E state of Watso, ntr u' hn f d, 586 F. 2(1 925 ( 2nd Cir.
1978), is inapp . nou, the plaintiffs, who were
essentially sui in t for specific performance
of a contract L Y r bonds", did not show that
the conduct o m o . 4dnt government officer was
clearly illegal or th n. Lw remedy at law was inade-
quate. In so far as W at rc might be read to invoke sov-
ereign immunity where the elements for injunctive relief

,w. .. ,..r. .. ,.mm......;,.w . ::_.; ... ,n .n wl"v? a. .. .? a i"Si? "3';: : ;: 1"ir.. c . .. ro.i. .. «.. a. ... ..
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in the nature of nandamus are clearly established, the
Court respectfully declines to follow the reasoning, finding
the rationale of Vi.slieusky controlling as to this issue.

CONCLUSION
By the appropriate method of a refund action, plain-

tiff has been adjudicated as qualifying as an exempt organi-
zat ion under { 501(c) (3). Defendants have eviscerated
the practical effect of this earlier judgment by failing to
restore plaintiff's exempt status and publish notice of such
status in the customary fashion. Plaintiff's remedy at lav
is inadequate, and plaintiff has made the fl requisite
showing for preliminary mandatory injunctive relief comn-
pelling defendants to perform the acts prayed for. Neither
the A nti-Injun ctive Act, the Declaratory J judgment Act, nor
the doctrine of sovereign immunity precludes the present
action.

IT IS, THEREFORE, ORDERED that defendants'
motion to dismiss be, and the same is hereby, denied.

IT IS FURTHER ORD)ERED that plaintiff's motion
for preliminary injunctive relief be, and the same is hereby
granted, and that defendant W. Michael 3luementhal,
Secretary of the Treasury. and dlefendant erome Kurtz,
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, in their respective
official capacities, restore the status of plaintiff as an organi-
zation exempt from taxation under { 501 (c) ($3 ), in accord
with the Orler of this Court in Bob Jones Uniersity1 r.
Unjcite States of America, Civil Action No. 76-775. filed
December 26, 1978, publish notice of the restoration of
plaintiff's tax. E'eempt status~ andt adv anlced assura" nce of thle
deductibility of contributions to plaintiff in the next and
all future Internal Revenue Bulletins and quarterly supple-
ments to the Cumulative List of Organizations (Publica-
tioni 78), and are enjoined from making such future publi-
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cations unless the plaintiff is listed therein as an organiza-
tion exempt from taxation under j 501 (c) (3)

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the above pre-
liminary injunctive decree be in effect until further order
of the Court directing otherwise.

/s/ ROBERT F. CHAPMAN
Robert F. Chapman
United States District Judge

May 14, 1979
TRUE CoPY
Test:

MILLER C. FOSTER, JR. CLERK

name illegible
By: Deputy Clerk

ENTERED
5-14-79
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APPENDIX E

Address any reply to: P. 0. Box 632, Atlanta,
Georgia 30301

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
DISTRICT DIRECTOR

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

Date: Apr 16 1975
In reply refer to: 730:TPS

Bob Jones University
Greenville Station
Greenville, South Carolina 29614

Gentlemen:

By letter of November 30, 1970, you were informed that
the Internal Revenue Service, after careful study, had con-
cluded that private schools with racially discriminatory
admissions policies are not legally entitled to Federal tax
exemption and that contributions to such schools are not
deductible as charitable contributions. You were also re-
quested to furnish evidence of a racially nondiscriminatory
admissions policy.

In addition to other requirements for exemption set forth
in section 501 (c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code, a pri-
vate school must have a racially nondiscriminatory policy
as to students within the meaning of Rev. Rul. 71-447,
1971-2 C. B, 230. In this regard, such a school must
make the showing required by Rev. Proc. 72-54, 1972-2
C. B. 834 and meet the publicity requirements prescribed
therein.

As you have not furnished evidence that you have a ra-
cially nondiscriminatory policy as to students and meet

.. .. ,f.

.. . , .
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the publicity requirements of Rev. Proc. 72-54, notice is
hereby given of the proposed revocation of the determina-
tion letter 'o your organization dated March 30, 1951,
recognizing your exemption as an organization described
in section 501 (c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code. This
notice is in accordance with Rev. Proc. 72-4, 1972-1 C. B.
706.

Your organization has the right to protest this proposed
revocation by submitting a statement of facts, law and
arguments in support of your position. After filing your
protest, you have the right to a District conference. You
may, however, waive the right to a conference in the Dis-
trict office and request referral of the matter directly to
the National Office and request a conference there.

If you intend to file a protest, you should do so within 15
days from the date of this letter. Please give us a su g-
gested date for the District or National Office conference,
if one is desired. If you do not respond within 15 days,
notice of revocation of the determination letter will be
issued.

The undersigned has responsibility for your area with re-
spect to exemption rulings and revocations for organiza-
tions described in section 501 of the Code. If you have
any questions, please call at 404-526-4516. Correspond-
ence should be sent to the address above, and should in-
clude the symbols shown in the upper right corner of this
letter. A copy of the Atlanta District examination report
is enclosed vith this letter.

Sincerely yours,

/s/ H. E. KENw0ORTHxIY
H. E. Kenworthy
Chief, Employee Plans & Exempt

Organizations Division
Enclosure

A 8
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APPENDIX F

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
DISTRICT DIRECTOR

INTERNAL REVENUE SERV'IcE

Date: January 19, 1976
In reply refer to: 7202 :ABJ

Bob Jones University
Wade Hampton Boulevard
Greenville, South Carolina 29614

Gentlemren:

You were notified on April 16, 1975, of the proposed re-
vocation of your exempt status under Section 501( c) (3)
of the Internal Revenue Code.

This is to notify vou that the proposed revocation is final
and your exempt status is revoked effective December 1,
1970. You are now required to file Federal income tax
returns on Form 1120 for years beginning on or after June
1, 1975. If von have any further questions, please call
Artemus Jewell at 404-526-6926.

Please keep this determination letter in your penn anent
records.

Sincerely yours,

/s/ H. E. KENWORTiY
H. E. Kenworthv
Chief, Employee Plans and

Exempt Organizations

cc: Mr. 0. Jack Taylor, Jr.

A89S
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APPENDIX G

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

DISTRICT DIRECTOR

Social Security or Employer Identification Number:
57-0360095

Document Locator Number:

Kind of Tax:
FUTA--Form 940

Tax Period Ended:
June 1, 1975 to December 31, 1975

Amount Claimed:
$19.13

Date Claim Received:
February 4, 1976

Person to Contact:
I. B. Sindseil

Contact Telephone Number:
765-5701

Date: May 3, 1976

Bob Jones University
Wade Hampton Boulevard
Greenville, South Carolina 29614

Gentlemen:

CERTIFIED MAIL

We are sorry, but we cannot allow the above claim
for an adjustment of your tax, for the reasons stated below.
Our decision is based on provisions of the internal revenue
laws and regulations. This htter is your legal notice that
your claim is fully disallowed.

.... . ,;;. , . .. 
±,
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If you wish to bring suit or proceedings for the re-
covery of any tax, penalties, or other moneys for which
this disallowance notice is issued, you may do so by filing
such a suit with the United States District Court having
jurisdiction, or the United States Court of Claims, 717
Madison Place NW., Washington, D). C. 20005. The law
permits you to do this within 2 years from the mailing date
of this letter. Suit may not be filed in the United States
Tax Court.

If you have any questions, please contact the person
named above,

Sincerely yours,

/s/ H. B. BINDSEIL

District Director

Reasons for disallowance:
Claim not allowable.

cc: Mr. Wesley M. Walker, Attorney
Mr. 0. Jack Taylor, Jr., Attorney'

901 Sumter St., Columbia, S. C. 29201

Forn L-60 (Rev. 3-74)

C°.L15.Y*""' "_ 'r" iced afi ai J u.,. .c. u::,,
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APPENDIX H

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA

GREENVILLE DIVISION

C. A. No. 76-775

Bob Jones University,

Plaintiff,
V.

United States of America,
Defendant.

Order

This matter is before the Court on the Defendant's
Motion to Dismiss for want of subject matter jurisdiction.
This is an action for refund of federal unemployment taxes
(FUTA ) paid by the Plaintiff with respect to one employee
of the Plaintiff for the period June 1, 1975, through
December 31, 1975. The Defendant contends that said
FUTA taxes must be paid for a full calendar year in order
for the Court to have jurisdiction of this refund action.
The Plaintiff contends that it may pay the taxes for the

sir

r
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short period June 1, 1975, through December 31, 1975,
and litigate its entitlement to exempt status for that period

through the refund procedure.
At an informal conference attended by counsel for

the parties, Plaintiff's counsel indicated their willingness

to pay the FUTA tax on the one employee for the entire

calendar year 1975, and file an amended FUTA tax return

for that period, but would do so only with the under-

standing that Plaintiff would not waive any of its rights,

particularly any right to rely upon the revocation letter

dated January 19, 1976, from the Internal Revenue Service

to the University. The Court understands that the De-

fendant is agreeable to such amendment.

THEREFORE, IT Is ORDERED:

1) That the Plaintiff file its amended FUTA tax re-

turn for the calendar year 1975, and pay the tax due
therein for the one employee, and that by doing so the

Plaintiff does not waive and retains any and all rights it

may now have and, in particular, the right to rely upon the

revocation letter dated January 19, 1976.

2) The Defendant will promptly, within five (5) days

of the filing of such amended FUTA tax return and claim

for refund, deny said claim for refund ill the same manner

and upon the same grounds as the University's prior claim

for refund was denied by letter dated May 3, 1976.

3) The Plaintiff is granted leave to amend its Com-

plaint so as to allege the filing of said amended FUTA tax

return and denial of claim for refund.

4) The Defendant is granted ten (10) days to answer

the Amended Complaint filed by the Plaintiff.

_ : .. t. _
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AND IT Is So ORDERED.

/s/ ROBERT F. CHAPMAN

Robert F. Chapman, Judge
United States District Court

May 23, 1977.

WVE CONSENT:

/s/ 0. JACK TAYLOR, JR.
Wesley M. Walker
J. D. Todd, Jr.
0. Jack Taylor, Jr.

Counsel for the Plaintiff

/s/ J. D. McCoY, JR.
J. D. McCoy, Jr.
Assistant U. S. Attorney

Counsel for the Defendant

_.y.
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APPENDIX I

IN THE

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA

GREENVILLE DIVISION

Civil Action No. 76-775

Bob Jones Uniiversity
Plaintiff,

v.

The United States of America,
Defendant.

Order
[Filed March 2, 1979]

Subsequent to the filing of this Court's Order in
December 1978 the defendant has asked for a ruling as
to the production and admission of a lette; written May
29, 1975 from lDr. 13o1 Jones, III, President of Bob Jones
University to 0. Jack Taylor, Jr. of the firm of Leather-
wood, Walker, Todd and Mann, attorneys for Bob Jones
UniVersity. The production and admission of this letter
wvere objected to at the time of trial upon the basis that
it was protected by attorney-client privilege. The Court
read the letter prior to making its findings of fact and
conclusions of law and finds that the same is protected by
the attorney- client privilege. No mention of this letter
was made in the final Order of the Court, and the purpose
of this Order is to make a definitive ruling on the May 29,
1975 letter.
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IT Is, THEREFORE, ORDERED that the letter of May 29,
1975 from Bob Jones, III to O. Jack Taylor, Jr. is protected
by attorney-client privilege and need not beproduced to
the attorney for the United States of America. Since the
United States has indicated its intention of appealing the
prior findings and Order of this Court and since the letter
of May 29, 1975 may be of some use to the appellate
court, a copy of the same is being attached to this Order
in a sealed envelope to be opened only by the judges of
the United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit
who may be selected on the panel to hear the appeal in
this case.

AND IT Is So ORDERED.

/s/ ROBERT F. CHAPMAN
Robert F. Chapman
United States District Judge

February 28, 1979
Columbia, South Carolina

.r... . . :r. .,.., . x 5 5.{rr'YSF!13R'Si4 7RRrfgl jrfAj"PPf:?
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APPENDIX J

UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
FoR THEu FORTH CIcorT

No. 79-1293

BOB JONES UNIVERSITY,
Plain ti/f -Appellee

v.

W. MICHAEL BLUMENTHAL, SECRETARY OF THE
TREASURY AND JEROME KURTZ, COMMIS-
SIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE,

Defendant-Ap)pellants

C/A 79-163

Order Staying Injunctive Order
It is hereby ordered that the order of the United

States District Court for the District of South Carolina
issued on May 14th, 1979 in the above entitled case, di-recting the Secretary of the Treasury and the Comnissioner
of Internal Revenue Service, "in their respective official
capacities, restore the status of plaintiff as an organization
exempt from taxation under Section 501 (c) (3), in accord
with the Order of this Court in Bob Jones University v.United States of America, Civil Action No. 76-775, filed
December 26, 1978, publish notice of the restoration ofplaintiff's exempt status and advance assurance of the de-ductibility of contributions to plaintiff in the next and all
future Internal Revenue Bulletins and quarterly supple-
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ments to the Cumulative List of Organizations (Pub lica-
tion 78) and are enjoined from making such future
publications unless the plaintiff is listed therein as an or-
ganization exempt from taxation under Section 501 (c)
(3)", be staved until this matter can be heard by the
United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit.

name illegible
Senior United States Circuit Judge

May 15th, 1979
Alexander a, Virginia

E
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APPENDIX K

UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
FOR THE FounTH CiRCUIT

No. 79-1293

Bob Jones University,

Appellee,

W. Michael Blumenthal, Secretary of the Treasury, and
Jerome Kurtz, Commissioner of Internal Revenue,

Appellants.

Order on Motion to Vacate Order
(Filed June 6, 1979)

Upon consideration of Bob Jones University's motion
to vacate the order of a single judge of this court entered
May 15, 1979, staying an injunction of the district court
entered May 14, 1979; the motion of the government to
continue the stay; the briefs, record, and argument of
counsel,

With the concurrence of Judge Bryan, Judge Butzner,
and Judge Dumbauld, it is ORDERED that the motion to
vacate the stay is denied, and the stay is continued pending
appeal.

For the court by direction

/s/ WILLIAM K. SLATE, II
Clerk

A.I
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APPENDIX L

UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
FoR THE FoUTH CIRCUT

No. 79-1215

Bob Jones University,

Appellee,
v.

United States of America,

Appellant.

No. 79-1216

Bob Jones University,

Appellee,
Va.

United States of America,

Appellant.

No. 79-1293

Bob Jones University,

Appellee,
V.

W. Michael Blumenthal, Secretary of the Treasury and
Jerome Kurtz, Commissioner of Internal Revenue,

Appellants.
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Order

(Filed April 8, 1981)

Upon consideration of the petition for rehearing and
suggestion for rehearing en banc and, a request for a poll
on the suggestion for rehearing en banc having been made,
but the poll failed for a lack of majority support,

IT IS ORDERED that the petition for rehearing is
DENIED.

Entered at the direction of Judge Hall, with the con-
currence of Judge Merhige, USDJ. Judge Widener dis-
sents to the denial of rehearing en banc as well as denial
by the panel.

For the Court,

/s/ VILLIAM K. SLATE, II
Clerk

i
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